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ABSTRACT 

 
 
There is a large semantic gap between the level at which a solution to a problem is conceived 

by a domain expert or a requirements engineer and the level at which it is programmed on a 

computer. Traditional approaches to minimizing the impact of this gap have been based on 

using modeling languages and/or domain specific languages that have clear formal 

semantics.  Designing the modeling or domain specific language is not enough, as many 

problems still remain. These problems pertain to being able to rapidly develop an 

implementation infrastructure for the language in a provably correct manner and being able 

to interoperate between multiple languages proposed for a given domain. In this dissertation 

we propose and develop a semantics-based framework---founded on Horn Logical 

Denotational Semantics---to solve these problems. We show how our approach can be used 

for rapidly obtaining the implementation infrastructure (interpreter, compiler, debugger, and 

profiler) for domain specific languages in a provably correct manner, as well as for working 

with multiple domain specific language in an interoperable manner. We also show how our 

approach works even in presence of unstructured control constructs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW  
 
 

1.1 Motivation 

Rapid advancement in personal computing, mobile communications, and Web technology 

during last few decades has been transforming our lifestyle into a “digital life style.” 

Burgeoning hardware technology and business requirements are together propelling 

applications to higher levels of complexity. This complexity leads to a large semantic gap 

between requirements of software users (that are stated at a very high level) and the 

execution environment in which the software application will be realized (where the 

application has to be programmed at a very low level). The software engineering community 

has proposed many approaches to fill this large gap. Most of these are based on concept-

modeling. Software engineers deal with complexity through modeling. A model is an abstract 

representation of a system that enables one to understand the system clearly. To facilitate 

modeling, software engineers have introduced lots of modeling languages. For example, Z 

[JSB80, JS89, and GS00] is designed for modeling system data and states, while CSP 

[HOA85, HCAR78, RAW97] is designed for modeling system behaviors and interactions. 

Most of modeling languages are formal languages which not only have language grammar 

but also have clear semantics.   
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One could take this approach of developing modeling languages to its logical extreme, where 

one designs a modeling language for each application domain. Indeed this approach has been 

explored as well by the software engineering and programming languages communities and 

these languages are termed domain specific languages [HP00]. A domain specific language 

(or DSL, for brevity) designed for a particular domain provides a high level of abstraction 

allowing domain experts to model concepts at the level at which they think. A large number 

of domain specific languages have been designed and put to use. These range from VHDL 

[UMW00] a DSL for specifying circuits, to Latex [LL94], a DSL for formatting documents. 

Once a modeling language or a domain specific language has been designed a number of 

problems still remain: 

• An implementation infrastructure is needed for developing and executing programs in 

that language. The infrastructure includes interpreters, compilers, debuggers, and 

profilers. We should be able to develop this infrastructure rapidly since many DSLs 

may be proposed for each domain as well as their design may change rapidly as users 

gain experience programming with them during the initial period after their creation. 

• Since the goal of a modeling language or a domain specific language is to reduce 

errors and shorten program development time, actions performed by the 

implementation infrastructure must be provably correct, i.e., they must not introduce 

any errors. In particular, the compilation process, used to convert source programs 

into target code, must be provably correct. 

• Multiple domain specific languages may be defined by different groups of users (with 

differing concerns) for the same domain, and tools may be developed that are specific 
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to each DSL. In such a case we may wish to translate a program written in a DSL L1 

to another DSL L2 in order to use the tools developed for L2, and vice versa.  

In this dissertation we develop a semantics-based approach for addressing these problems. 

We rely on denotational semantics, particularly its realization via Horn clauses. Denotational 

Semantics [DS86, DS96] is a well established methodology for design and analysis of 

computer languages. In the denotational approach, the semantics or meaning of a computer 

language/notation is specified in terms of mathematical objects (such as sets and functions). 

A denotational specification has three components:  

• Syntax specification, which maps sentences of the language to parse trees;  

• Semantic algebras, that specify the mathematical objects,  

• Valuation functions that map parse trees to semantic algebras. 

Denotational semantics of languages is typically expressed via grammar, specified in BNF, 

for syntax and Lambda calculus for semantic algebra and valuation functions. In the Horn 

clause based approach [GG98], termed Horn logical denotational semantics, all three 

components of a denotational definition are specified using logic programming. If we use 

logic programming---with its formal basis in Horn logic, a subset of first-order logic---both 

syntax and semantics can be specified in the same notation. Additionally, an interpreter is 

straightforwardly obtained from the denotational specification. The additional advantage that 

logic programming possesses, among others, is that even syntax can be expressed in it at a 

very high level---and uniformly in the same language used for the rest of the specification---

and a parser for the language is immediately obtained from the syntax specification. 

Moreover, the generation of parse trees requires a trivial extension to the syntax 

specification. The parsing and parse tree generation facility of logic programming is 
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described in almost every logic programming textbook as Definite Clause Grammars 

(DCGs). The semantic algebras and valuation functions are also expressed in Horn logic 

quite easily, since Horn logic allows to define relations, which in turn subsume functions. 

The semantic algebra and valuation functions are executable, and can be used to obtain 

executable program denotations. A very significant consequence of this is that the fixpoint of 

a program's denotation can be computed (assuming that it is finite or finitely expressible) and 

such fixpoint can then be used for automatic verification (or model-checking). This implies 

that verification can also be conveniently done in the framework of Horn logic (though note 

that verification is not a subject of this dissertation) [GP97]. Additionally, the interpreter 

obtained from the executable semantics can be used to obtain compiled code for a program 

via partial evaluation.  

1.2 Research Problems 

We use powerful features of Horn logical denotational semantics described above to solve 

the three problems mentioned above:  

• We show how an interpreter and a compiler can be rapidly obtained from the Horn 

logical denotational definition of a language in a provably correct manner. We show 

how the Horn logical semantic specification of a language can be instrumented to 

rapidly obtain a debugger as well as a profiler. Our semantics-based methodology is 

illustrated by developing a provably compiler and a debugger for SCR, a domain 

specific language developed by the US army for safety critical applications. The 

complete Horn logical semantics of SCR was developed and used to obtain an 

interpreter for SCR. This interpreter, in conjunction with partial evaluation, was used 

to compile programs written in SCR in a provably correct manner. Obtaining the 
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compiled code is important for SCR since it is used to specify safety critical systems, 

where it is important to ensure that no errors are introduced during the compilation 

process. The semantics-based code generator we have developed is an order of 

magnitude faster than other provably correct code generators developed at the Naval 

Research Labs. The SCR interpreter was also instrumented to rapidly obtain a 

debugger.  

• We show how code can be generated in a provably correct manner from continuation 

style Horn logical semantics for imperative languages via partial evaluation. With 

continuation style semantics, compiled code for programs written in languages with 

unstructured control constructs (e.g., a goto statement) can be obtained via partial 

evaluation in a provably correct manner. Continuation style semantics has been 

shown to be an elegant way for writing semantics of imperative languages, especially 

those with unstructured controls. We show for the first time how continuation style 

semantics can be written in the Horn logical style. We also show that continuation 

style Horn logical semantics can be used together with partial evaluation to obtain 

elegant compiled code for even those programs that have unstructured control 

constructs. To illustrate our approach, Horn logical continuation style semantics of 

SCR is developed, and used to obtain compiled code for SCR specifications. 

• We show how various architectural description languages (ADLs) that have been 

developed by researchers can be symbiotically used to complement each other. This 

use is facilitated by rapidly developing translators using Horn logical semantics of the 

languages involved. The translators automatically translate specification written in 

one ADL into those written in another. Rapid development of the translator is 
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possible via use of Horn logical semantics. We also develop a framework in which 

verification queries can be posed that span across architectural specifications written 

in different ADLs for a system where each specification covers a different 

architectural aspect of the system. 

1.3 The Structure of the Dissertation 

The organization of the dissertation is as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce some basic 

concepts and techniques used in our research work. Chapter 3 deals with how to rapidly 

develop the implementation infrastructure (interpreter, compiler, debugger, profiler, etc.) of a 

formal language. In chapter 4 we show how Horn logical continuation style semantics can be 

used to obtain elegant and efficient compiled code for unstructured control constructs. In 

Chapter 5 we present our research on integration of Architecture Description Languages 

based on Horn logical semantics. Finally, we summarize our research contributions and draw 

conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
 
 

2.1 Introduction  

In this chapter we provide brief background for the main concepts that this dissertation builds 

upon: Formal Languages, Denotational Semantics, Logic programming, Partial Evaluation, 

Domain Specific Languages, and Architecture Description Languages. 

2.2 Formal Language 

A formal language is a language with precise syntax and semantics. Formal languages are to 

be contrasted with natural languages such as English which are highly permissive w.r.t. 

precision requirements for syntax and semantics. In formal language theory, a symbol is a 

character or a mark. Letters, digits and special characters are the most commonly used 

symbols. An alphabet is a finite set of symbols. For example, B = {0, 1} defines an alphabet 

consisting of two symbols 0 and 1. A sentence is a finite sequence of symbols from an 

alphabet. Sometimes a sentence is also called a string or a word. For example, "01110" and 

"111" are sentences from the alphabet B above. A null string is a string with no symbols. A 

formal language is a set of sentences. The set may be empty, finite or infinite. If this set is 

finite, the corresponding formal language can be explicitly described by enumerating all the 

sentences. However, if the set is infinite, then the language is described by using formalisms 

such as regular expressions and grammars. Frequently, a formal language L is also described 

via a machine that only accepts sentences of L. Common example of such machines include 
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finite state automata, push down automata, and Turing machines. Regular expressions, 

grammars, and machines only describe the syntax of a formal language, the meaning of a 

formal language is expressed via its semantics. Formal languages have been studied 

extensively in computer science within the field of automata theory and many expository 

textbooks are available [HU79, MH78]. 

Automata theory primarily focuses on syntax of formal languages. Their semantics have been 

studied extensively as well, but in the field of compilers and programming languages. In the 

field of programming language, three major types of formal language semantics have been 

proposed: Operational Semantics, Denotational Semantics and Axiomatic Semantics. 

Operational semantics of a language describes how a program is interpreted/executed as a 

sequence of computational steps, and is typically useful for implementers of the language. 

Denotational semantics of a language captures the meaning of a program as a mapping or a 

function from inputs to its outputs; denotational semantics is typically useful for language 

designers who can use it to describe the definition of a language rigorously and to reason 

about the properties of various language constructs. Axiomatic semantics of a language 

consists of logical axioms that describe the behavior of each language construct. These 

axioms typically state the relationship between the states that hold after the execution of a 

construct to the state that holds before. Axiomatic semantics is typically useful for 

programmers, who can use the axioms in conjunction with preconditions and post-conditions 

to prove the correctness of their programs. 

2.3 Denotational Semantics 

Denotational semantics, originally developed by Christopher Strachey and Dana Scott, in the 

1960s interprets the meaning of a computer program as a function that maps inputs into 
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outputs. The denotation or meaning is usually a mathematical value such as a set or a 

function. Denotational semantics is compositional, i.e., the denotation of a construct is given 

in terms of the denotation of its components. A denotation semantics definition is more 

abstract than an operational definition, for it does not specify computation steps. Its high-

level, modular structure makes it especially useful to language designers, for the individual 

parts of a language can be studied without having to examine the entire definition.  

The denotational semantics-based language consists of three components: syntax, semantic 

algebra and semantic valuation function.  

• Language syntax is specified as a context free grammar (typically as a BNF).  

• Semantic algebra is comprised of the domains of values along with associated 

operations. The real meaning of a program is expressed in the terms of these domains.  

• Semantic valuation functions are mappings from syntactic structures to corresponding 

semantic values in the semantic algebra. 

The semantic algebra and valuation function component of a denotational definition is 

expressed using Lambda calculus. Given a program written in a language L, its denotation or 

meaning under the denotational semantics is the equivalent function/mapping expressed in  

lambda calculus. 

Research in denotational semantics is extensive and its exposition can be found in most 

textbooks on semantics [CG92, DS86]. Denotational semantics of many languages have been 

developed and considerable research has been performed on applying denotational semantics 

to automatically generating compilers, to theoretically studying and evaluating programming 

languages, etc.[DS86, DS96]. 
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2.4 Horn Clause and Logic Programming 

The term "Horn Clause" comes from the logician Alfred Horn, who first pointed out the 

significance of such clauses in 1951, in the article "On sentences which are true of direct 

unions of algebras". A Horn clause is a clause with at most one positive literal. Any Horn 

clause therefore belongs to one of four categories:  

• A rule: one positive literal, at least one negative literal. A rule has the form "~P1 V 

~P2 V ... V ~Pk V Q". This is logically equivalent to "[P1^P2^ ... ^Pk] => Q"; thus, 

an if-then implication with any number of conditions but one conclusion. Examples: 

"~man(X) V mortal(X)" (All men are mortal); "~parent(X,Y) V ~ancestor(Y,Z) V 

ancestor(X,Z)" (If X is a parent of Y and Y is an ancestor of Z then X is an ancestor 

of Z.)  

• A fact or unit: one positive literal, zero negative literals. Examples: "man(john)", 

"parent(jessie, charles)", "ancestor(X,X)" (Everyone is an ancestor of themselves.)  

• A negated goal: zero positive literals, at least 1 negative literal. In virtually all 

implementations of Horn clause logic, the negated goal is the negation of the 

statement to be proved; the knowledge base consists entirely of facts and goals. The 

statement to be proven, therefore, called the goal, is therefore a single unit or the 

conjunction of units; an existentially quantified variable in the goal turns into a free 

variable in the negated goal. e.g., if the goal to be proven is "exists (X) male(X) ^ 

ancestor(jessie, X)" (show that there exists a male descendent of Jessie) the negated 

goal will be "~male(X) V ~ancestor(jessie, X)".  

• The null clause: zero positive and zero negative literals. Appears only as the end of a 

resolution proof.  
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Horn clauses express a subset of statements of first-order logic. Logic Programming is built 

on top of Horn clauses; logic programs are comprised of definite clauses (rules and facts) and 

any query in logic programming is a goal. 

Prolog is the most popular logic programming language. Pure Prolog is a declarative 

language that does not allow any side-effects. We capitalize on this property of Prolog and 

use it as a formalism for expressing semantics, i.e., as an alternative to Lambda calculus. 

2.5 Partial Evaluation 

Partial evaluation provides a unifying paradigm for a broad spectrum of work in program 

optimization, compiling, interpretation and the generation of automatic program generators. 

Most partial evaluation work to date has concerned automatic compiler generation from an 

interpretive definition of a programming language. It also has important applications to 

scientific computing, logic and functional programming, meta programming, and expert 

systems. 

Partial evaluation is the process of symbolically executing a program given partial 

information about its inputs. Given a program P, if we know some information about its 

input, then we can use that information to transform the program P to a program P’ where P’ 

is “more efficient.” Efficiency here refers to the program consuming less resource (CPU 

time, memory space, battery power, etc.).  Thus, given a program P that takes inputs I1 and 

I2, where I1 is static input (and therefore known before P’s execution) and I2 is dynamic 

input, then P can be partially evaluated with respect to I1 to obtain the program P’ which 

when given the remaining input I2 will produce the same output as the original program P. 

Thus, P(I1, I2) should produce the same output as P’(I2). The partial evaluation of P w.r.t. I1 

can be done automatically, and such a program is called a partial evaluator. Execution in 
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conjunction with partial evaluation is also referred to as mixed computation, since partial 

evaluation can be thought of as executing as much of the original program as possible and 

generating code for the rest (a mixture of interpretation and compilation). For this reason, it 

is customary to see partial evaluators given the name mix in research literature. A partial 

evaluation can also be viewed as program specialization: the program P is specialized to the 

inputs I1 in the example above where specialization is done by performing those of P's 

calculations that depend only on I1, and by generating code for those calculations that 

depend on the as yet unavailable input I2.  

The chief motivation for doing partial evaluation is speed. Three main partial evaluation 

techniques are well known from program transformation: symbolic computation, unfolding 

function calls, and program point specialization. The latter is a combination of definition 

creation and folding, amounting to memorization. 

There are two types of partial evaluators: offline and online. Offline specialization makes use 

of program annotations. These can be regarded as instructions to the specializer. Offline 

specialization begins with a so-called binding-time analysis, whose task is to place 

appropriate annotations on the program before reading the static input. Interpretation of the 

annotations by the specializer is simple:  

(1) Evaluate all non-underlined (i.e., annotated) expressions; 

(2) Unfold at specialization time all non-underlined function calls;  

(3) Generate residual code for all under-lined expressions; and  

(4) Generate residual function calls for all underlined function calls. 

An alternative, called online specialization, computes program parts as early as possible and 

takes decisions "on the fly" using only (and all) available information. 
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Partial evaluation has been shown to be useful for automatically generating compiled code, 

compilers, as well as partial generators [YF71], through what is termed as the first Futamura 

projection, the second Futamura projection and the third Futamura projection. 

2.6 Domain Specific Languages 

A domain-specific language (DSL) [MJA05] is a programming language or executable 

specification language that offers, through appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive 

power focused on, and usually restricted to, a particular problem domain. 

The task of developing a program to solve a specific problem involves two steps [MJA05]. 

The first step is to devise a solution procedure to solve the problem. This step requires a 

domain expert to use his/her domain knowledge, expertise, creativity and mental acumen, to 

devise a solution to the problem. The second step is to code the solution in some executable 

notation (such as a computer programming language) to obtain a program that can then be 

run on a computer to solve the problem. In the second step the user is required to map the 

steps of the solution procedure to constructs of the programming language being used for 

coding. Both steps are cognitively challenging and require considerable amount of thinking 

and mental activity. The more we can reduce the amount of mental activity involved in both 

steps (e.g., via automation), the more reliable the process of program construction will be. 

Not much can be done about the first step as far as reducing the amount of mental activity is 

involved, however, a lot can be done for the second step. The amount of mental effort the 

programmer has to put in the second step depends on the “semantic” gap between the level of 

abstraction at which the solution procedure has been conceived and the various constructs of 

the programming language being used [EV03]. Domain experts usually think at a very high 

level of abstraction while designing the solution procedure. As a result, the more low-level is 
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the programming language, the wider the semantic gap, and the harder the user's task. In 

contrast, if we had a language that was right at the level of abstraction at which the user 

thinks, the task of constructing the program would be much easier. A domain specific 

language indeed makes this possible. 

DSLs are usually small, offering only a restricted suite of notations and abstractions. In the 

literature they are also called micro-languages and little languages [JB88]. Sometimes, 

however, they contain an entire general-purpose language (GPL) as a sublanguage, thus 

offering domain-specific expressive power in addition to the expressive power of the GPL. 

This situation occurs when DSLs are implemented as embedded languages. Languages such 

as Cobol or Fortran, which could be viewed as languages tailored towards the domain of 

business and scientific programming, respectively, are generally not regarded as DSLs, 

because they are not small and because their expressive power is not restricted to these 

domains.  

Domain-specific languages are often declarative. Consequently, they can be viewed as 

specification languages, as well as programming languages. Many DSLs are supported by a 

DSL compiler which generates applications from DSL programs. Other DSLs, such as 

YACC, are not aimed at programming complete applications, but rather at generating 

libraries or components. DSLs also exist for generating documents (TEX), or pictures (PIC). 

A common term for DSLs geared towards building business data processing systems is 4th 

Generation Language (4GL). 
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2.7 Architecture Description Languages 

2.7.1 What is ADL? 

Architecture description languages [DA92, DM93, BCK98, PC96] (ADLs) are formal 

languages that can be used to represent the architecture of a Software System. An ADL is an 

abstract description of the overall interconnection structure of an architecture at a high-level. 

An ADL provides a conceptual framework and a concrete syntax for characterizing software 

architectures. ADLs explicitly model the conceptual architecture of a system. An ADL also 

provides tools for parsing, unparsing, displaying, compiling, analyzing, simulating 

architectural descriptions written in that particular language [LEN02]. 

2.7.2 Qualities of an ADL 

The following are the qualities which an ADL is expected to satisfy: 

• Support for architecture creation, refinement & validation. 

• Ability to represent most of the common architectural styles [GRD93, GRD95]. 

• Ability to provide views of the system that expresses architectural information and 

suppresses implementation information [PBK95]. 

• Support for analyzing the architectural information or capability to quickly generate a 

prototype implementation [JCD02, JA01]. 

• Simple, understandable (and possibly graphical) concrete syntax for characterizing 

architectures 

• Ability to explicitly model component [ABM02] and connector abstraction 

• Ability to model static & dynamic architectures [JJ96] 

• Hierarchical composition 
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2.7.3 Why need ADLs? 

ADLs are used to specify the architecture of a software system before a full scale 

implementation is carried out. The purpose behind developing these architectural 

specification is to discover design errors sooner---when the cost of fixing them will be much 

less---rather than later. There are many benefits to developing software using ADLs. Here we 

list some of them [BCK03, Mary95, Mary01, NSM03]: 

• ADLs enable developers to abstract away unnecessary details and focus on the “big 

picture”: system structure, high level communication protocols, assignment of 

software components, development process etc [BMRS96]. 

• ADLs allow designers to support and control the development process from the very 

beginning  

• ADLs allow Architecture of a software system to drive the implementation. One 

should have plan or architecture of the software first, only then should one venture to 

implement the system, guided by the architecture [NRE96]. 

• ADLs shift focus from lines-of-code to software components and their overall 

interconnection structure. 

• ADLs help in reducing cost, recycling models, providing more flexibility and 

interoperability [LRJ02]. 

2.7.4 Brief Survey of ADLs 

Research on ADLs can be divided into two distinct phases: in the first stage, until the mid 

90s, researchers developed ADLs for a specific domain or for solving a specific architecture 
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problem. A large number of ADLs were developed. For each ADL a number of analysis tools 

were also developed. After the second stage, researchers got concerned about the large 

number of disparate ADLs that had been designed and after the mid 90s, efforts began find a 

standard ADL that will cover all application domains. Researchers did not succeed, however. 

Our research on integrating ADLs can be seen a continuation of this effort.  

Table 2.1. Application Domain of ADLs 

ADL Application Domain 

ACME describing architectural interchange at the structural level 

Rapide modeling and simulation of the dynamic behavior of an architecture 

C2  on architectures of distributed, evolvable systems in a particular style 

Aesop specification of architectures in specific styles 

MetaH Guidance, navigation and control domain 

Darwin Architectures of distributed, dynamic systems 

SADL formal refinement of architectures across level of detail 

Weaves specification of data-flow architectures 

UniCon glue code generation for interconnection existing components and 

interconnect components using common protocols 

Wright Modeling dynamic behavior of concurrent systems and deadlock 

analysis of concurrent systems 

 

ADLs can be classified in many ways. Here we classify ADLs from two different 

perspectives: the semantic basis used and application domain targeted.  
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If we focus on the semantic basis used by various ADLs, then different ADLs use different 

approaches to formalize semantics of components and connectors. We can divide them into 

two kinds: those that use rigorous mathematical concepts for modeling and those that don’t. 

For example, Rapide [LV95, Rapide96] uses partial ordered event sets (POSETS), while 

Darwin uses PL-calculus. Wright [RD94] allows specification of component functionality in 

CSP [HOA85]. Thus, these languages require the use of rigorous mathematical concepts for 

modeling. In contrast several other languages employ less formal mans for representing 

semantic information. For example, MetaH [MetaH95, MetaH96] and UniCon use property 

lists to record semantic information.  

We can also classify ADLs according to their application domain. Some ADLs are focused 

on some specific domains. For example, Weave is focused on data-flow architectures and 

Wright just models dynamic behavior of concurrent systems while some ADLs are quite 

general purpose and are suitable for describing general applications (e.g., Rapide and 

DarWin). 

From surveying the vast field of ADLs and their tools one can glean the following points:  

• There are a large number of ADLs available to an architect. Each of these just fit a 

one or two specific domain of architectures perfectly.  

• ADLs largely agree on using Components, Connectors, Interfaces, and Properties, to 

describe architecture information. 

• Each ADL provides certain distinctive capabilities [MT97]. 

• Each ADL provides certain analysis tools based on specific ADL format. 

• Most ADL operates in a stand-alone fashion except ACME [DRD95]. 

• Each ADL re-implements afresh common aspects of architectural design.  
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• Each ADL seems to assign a different semantics to various architecture elements. 

• Most ADL work now is still in academic research; there are no industry standards. 

To conclude, ADLs are formalisms that allow specification of architectural structure and its 

operational semantics. ADLS can also specify other architectural aspects of a system, such as 

communication protocols, design rationale, and the mapping from components in the 

architecture to source code modules that implement them. Research in ADLs is still in 

progress and there is not much consensus in the research community on what is and ADL vs. 

what is not an ADL.   
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CHAPTER 3  

RAPIDLY PROTOTYPING IMPLEMENTATION INFRASTRUCTURE O F 
DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGE 

 
 

3.1 Introduction 

Writing software that is robust and reliable is a major problem that software developers and 

designers face today. Development of techniques for building reliable software has been an 

area of study for quite some time. Recently, approaches based on Domain Specific 

Languages (DSL) have been proposed [PH00, LHR99, CHSV97]. DSLs are high level 

languages designed for solving problems in a particular domain, and have been suggested as 

means for developing reliable software systems. However, designing of a domain specific 

language is a difficult task. The design of a domain specific language will evolve as it is used 

more and more and experienced is gained by its designers. Being able to rapidly develop the 

implementation infrastructure (interpreter, compiler, debugger, profiler, etc.) of a domain 

specific language is thus of utmost importance so that as the language evolves, the 

implementation infrastructure can keep pace.  

We show how a semantics based framework based on logic programming can be used for 

rapidly developing interpreters/compilers as well as debuggers and profilers for DSLs. In this 

framework, the syntax and semantics of the DSL are expressed using Horn logic. The Horn 

logic coded syntax and semantics is executable, automatically yielding an interpreter. Given 

this semantics-based interpreter for the DSL and a program written in this DSL, the 

interpreter can be partially evaluated [NJ96] w.r.t. the DSL program (e.g., using a partial 
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evaluator for Prolog such as Mixtus [DS94]) to automatically generate compiled code. 

Additionally, the semantic specification can be extended to produce a debugger/profiler for 

the language, as well as used for verifying properties of DSL programs. Given that the 

interpreter, compiler, and the debugger are all obtained automatically from the syntax and 

semantic specification, the process of developing the infrastructure for supporting the DSL is 

very rapid. The design of the DSL itself is the most time consuming task. Observe that the 

time taken to design the DSL is dependent on how rapidly the DSL can be implemented, 

since the ability to rapidly implement the language allows its designers to quickly experiment 

with various language constructs and with their various possible semantics. 

Theoretically speaking, one could argue that any complex software system that interacts with 

the outside world defines a domain specific language. This is because the input language that 

a user uses to interact with this software can be thought of as a domain specific language. For 

instance, consider a file-editor; the command language of the file-editor constitutes a domain 

specific language. This language-centric view can be quite advantageous to support the 

software development process [GP01].  This is because the semantic specification of the 

input language of a software system is also a specification of that software system---we 

assume the semantic specification also includes the syntax specification of the input 

language. If the semantic specification of the input language is executable, then we obtain an 

executable specification of the software system. In the chapter, we use the preceding 

observations to design a language semantics based framework for specifying, (efficiently) 

implementing, and verifying (rather model checking or debugging in a structured way) DSLs. 

In our approach both the syntax and semantics are specified using Horn logic/Constraints 

[MS98], and are executable. Efficient (compiled) implementations can be obtained via partial 
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evaluation [LGP01]. The resulting executable specification can also be used for verification, 

model checking and structured debugging. The ability to automatically verify and debug 

DSL programs in a structured, automatic way is a distinct advantage of the Horn logic 

approach,  and is absent from other approaches (such as [CC98]). 

An obvious candidate framework for specifying the semantics of a domain specific language 

is denotational semantics [DS86]. In traditional denotational definitions, syntax is specified 

using BNF, and the semantic algebra and valuation functions using λ-calculus. Here we use 

Horn logic (and eventually constraints) for expressing denotational semantics which not only 

creates a uniform description framework; it also brings flavors of both operational semantics 

as well as axiomatic semantics in the denotational definition [RC94]. 

A Horn logic denotational specification for a language yields a parser and an interpreter 

automatically. Partial evaluation of the interpreter w.r.t. a program yields compiled code. The 

interpreter can be used in conjunction with preconditions and post-conditions to 

verify/model-check DSL programs. Thus, the operational semantics flavor allows efficient 

implementation to be rapidly derived, while the axiomatic semantics flavor permits automatic 

verification. 

Our approach could be applied to develop implementation and verification infrastructure for 

general purpose languages, however, we feel that general purpose languages are too complex 

for our techniques to be practical; DSLs on the other hand are simpler, arise quite frequently, 

and the rapid implementation and verification that becomes possible using our framework 

perhaps might induce DSL designers to consider our approach for rapid prototyping of their 

DSLs. 
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3.2 Horn Logic Denotations 

As discussed earlier, the denotational semantics [DS86, DS96, and CG92] of a language has 

three components: 

• syntax rules: these specify the grammatical or syntactic structure of a language; these 

rules are typically specified as a BNF grammar 

• semantic algebras: these are the basic domains along with associated operations; the 

meaning of a program is expressed in terms of these basic domains 

• valuation functions: these are mappings from patterns of parse trees to values in the 

domains in the semantic algebra 

Traditional denotational definitions express syntax in the BNF format, and the semantic 

algebras and valuation functions in λ-calculus. However, a disadvantage of this approach is 

that while the semantic algebra and the valuation functions can be easily made executable, 

syntax checking and generation of parse trees cannot. A parser has to be explicitly written or 

generated using a parser-generator. The parse trees generated by the parser will then be 

processed by the valuation functions to produce the program's denotation in terms of the 

semantic algebras. These parser and valuation functions constitute an interpreter for the 

language being defined. An interpreter for a language can be thought of as a specification of 

its operational semantics, however, using traditional notation (BNF and λ-calculus) it has to 

be obtained in a complex way. 

In contrast, if we use logic programming---with its formal basis in Horn logic, a subset of 

first-order logic---both syntax and semantics can be specified in the same notation. 

Additionally, an interpreter is straightforwardly obtained from the denotational specification.  
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The additional advantage that logic programming possesses, among others, is that even 

syntax can be expressed in it at a very high level---and uniformly in the same language used 

for the rest of the specification---and a parser for the language is immediately obtained from 

the syntax specification. Moreover, the generation of parse trees requires a trivial extension 

to the syntax specification. The parsing and parse tree generation facility of logic 

programming is described in almost every logic programming textbook  as Definite Clause 

Grammars (DCGs). The semantic algebras and valuation functions are also expressed in 

Horn logic quite easily, since Horn logic allows to define relations, which in turn subsume 

functions. The semantic algebra and valuation functions are executable, and can be used to 

obtain executable program denotations. A very significant consequence of this is that the 

fixpoint of a program's denotation can be computed (assuming that it is finite or finitely 

expressible---which is not uncommon when the program is enriched with input 

preconditions), and such fixpoint can then be used for automatic verification (or model-

checking). This implies that verification can also be conveniently done in the framework of 

Horn logic. Use of verification with Horn logical denotational semantics is presented in 

Chapter 5 in the context of architectural description languages (ADLs). 

Thus, given a language, both its syntax and semantics can be directly and uniformly specified 

in logic programming. This specification is executable using any standard logic programming 

system. What is noteworthy is that different operational models will be obtained both for 

syntax checking and semantic evaluation by employing different execution strategies during 

logic program execution. For example, in the syntax phase, if a left-to-right, Prolog style, 

execution rule is used, then recursive descent parsing is obtained. On the contrary, if a 

tabling-based [WDW96] execution strategy is used then chart parsing is obtained, etc. 
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Likewise, by using different evaluation rules for evaluating the semantic functions, strict 

evaluation, non-strict evaluation, etc. can be obtained. By using bottom-up or tabled 

evaluation, the fixpoint of a program's denotation can be computed, which can be used for 

verification and structured debugging of the program.  

Denotational semantics expressed in a Horn logic notation is executable, but so is 

denotational semantics expressed in the λ-calculus notation. However, semantics expressed 

via Horn logic allow for fixpoints of programs to be computed much more intuitively, 

simply, and efficiently than, we believe, in the case of the λ-calculus. There is a whole body 

of literature and implemented systems [WDW96, VM99] for computing fixpoints of logic 

programs, because of their applicability to deductive databases [KTD94, SKD92, JL87]. 

3.3 Software Engineering and Domain Specific Languages 

As discussed earlier, one way of solving the problem of developing reliable software is to use 

domain specific languages. Domain specific languages are high-level languages in which 

domain experts can program at the level of abstraction at which they think and reason. Thus, 

the semantic gap between the design of a software system and its implementation is 

considerably reduced, resulting in fewer errors during the coding/implementation stage 

[CC01]. Thus, we take a language-centric view of the software development process: to solve 

problems in a particular domain, a domain specific language should be first developed and 

then used for writing high-level programs to solve these problems. Of course, designing a 

language can be quite time-consuming, but we believe that the effort invested in designing 

the language is worthwhile. 

A language-centric view of software engineering allows one to apply language-semantics 

based techniques for specification, implementation and verification of software systems. In 
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particular, we can use the Horn logic denotational approach for specification, efficient 

implementation, and verification of the software system. 

A language-centric view can also be adopted for developing complex software system. Any 

complex software system can be understood in terms of how it interacts with the outside 

world. Thus, to understand a software system, one has to understand its input language. The 

input language is of course nothing but a domain specific language. If we have a denotational 

specification of this DSL, and if this specification (both the syntax and semantics) happens to 

be executable, then this denotational specification is also an executable specification of the 

software system. In other words, an interpreter for the DSL of the software system is an 

implementation of the software system. If this executable denotational specification is written 

in the proper notation, then it can also be used for proving properties of the DSL (i.e., the 

software system) as well as the programs written in the DSL.  

The Horn logic denotational semantics indeed makes all of the above possible. The syntax 

specification immediately yields a parser, with the help of the Definite Clause Grammar 

facility of logic programming systems. The semantic specification yields a back-end for the 

interpreter. Together with the syntax specification, the semantic specification yields a 

complete interpreter. Given a program, its denotation can be obtained with respect to the 

interpreter. This denotation can be run to execute the program. The denotation can be 

partially evaluated to produce compiled code. Thus, a provably correct compiler is obtained 

for free. Additionally, appropriate structured queries can be posed to the program's 

denotation and used for checking properties of the DSL as well as the programs.  Bottom-up 

execution [JL87] or tabled execution [WDW96] of the denotation yields its fixpoint. This 

fixpoint of the denotation can be used for model checking. Also, the denotation of a program 
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can be thought of as a declarative specification of the relationship between inputs and outputs 

of the program, and can be partially evaluated to obtain a more compact relation between the 

inputs and outputs. This declarative logical denotation can be used to understand programs 

better: the programmer can find out possible ranges of inputs, given certain outputs, or vice 

versa.  

The interpreter obtained from the Horn logical denotational semantics can also be easily 

instrumented to obtain traditional debuggers and profilers for the DSL.  Typically, valuation 

predicates are maps from parse trees and the current state to a new state. Hooks can be 

automatically introduced, after a call to a valuation predicate, to give the user the ability to 

examine the current state, thus providing debugging facilities. Likewise, execution statistics 

can be automatically maintained as part of the state and presented to the user at his/her 

request during the execution, essentially yielding a profiler (observe that this is akin to 

developing abstract interpreters for the language).  In this chapter we illustrate our approach 

to obtaining an interpreter, a debugger and profiler automatically through SCR domain 

specific language designed for safety critical application. However, we first illustrate 

application of Horn logical semantics to DSLs via a short example. 

3.4 A Domain Specific Language for File-Editor Commands 

In this section we illustrate our Horn logic denotational framework through the use of a 

simple example. Consider the input language (a DSL) of a file-editor. We show how the 

logical denotational semantics of this DSL yields an executable specification of the file-

editor. We also show how DSL programs can be compiled for efficiency. Later, we show 

how we can verify certain properties that a file-editor should satisfy (e.g., modifications to 

one file don’t change other files).  
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Consider a simple file editor which supports the following commands: edit I  (open the file 

whose name is in identifier I), newfile (create an empty file), forward  (move file pointer to 

next record), backward (move file pointer to previous record), insert(R) (insert record 

whose value is in identifier R), delete (delete the current record), and quit  (quit the editor, 

saving the file in the file system). Let us provide the logic denotational semantics for this 

language. The syntax of the input command language is shown in the BNF below: 

 

Figure 3.1. BNF for File Editor Language 
 

Note that cr stands for a carriage return, inserted between each editor command.  To keep the 

example simple we assume that the records consist simply of integers. This BNF can be 

expressed as a DCG in a straightforward manner as shown in Figure 3.2. DCG for File Editor 

Language. 

 

Figure 3.2. DCG for File Editor Language 
 

Program    ::= edit Id cr Statements 
Statement  ::= Command cr Statements | quit 
Command    ::= newfile | moveforward | movebackward |  
                   insert Record | delete 

program(session(I,S))  -->  [edit], id(I), [cr], sequence(S). 
 
sequence(seq(quit))     --> [quit]. 
sequence(seq(C,S))     -->  command(C), [cr], sequence(S). 
 
command(command(newfile))     --> [newfile]. 
command(command(forward))     --> [moveforward]. 
command(command(backward))  --> [moveback]. 
command(command(insert(R)))    -->  [insert],record(R). 
command(command(delete))         --> [delete]. 
 
id(identifier(X)) --> {atom(X)} 
 
record(rec(N))    --> {integer(N)} 
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the rules of the BNF and rules in the DCG. 

An extra argument has been added to the DCG to hold the recursively synthesized parse tree 

(note that the management of this additional argument can be easily automated). The DCG 

specification, when loaded in a Prolog system, automatically produces a parser. 

We next give the semantic algebras (Figure 3.3. Semantic Algebras for File Editor) for each 

of the domains involved: the file store (represented as an association list of file names and 

their contents) and an open file (represented as a pair of lists; the file pointer is assumed to be 

currently on the first record of the second list). The semantic algebra essentially defines the 

basic operations used by the semantic valuation functions for giving meaning of programs. 

 

Figure 3.3. Semantic Algebras for File Editor 
 

The semantic valuation predicates that give the meaning of each construct in the language are 

given next (Figure 3.4. Valuation Predicates for File Editor). These semantic functions are 

%Define Access and Update Operations 
access(Id,[(Id,File)|_],File). 
access(Id,[(I,File)|Rest],File1) :-  
    (I = Id -> File1 = File;  
     access(Id,Rest,File1)). 
 
update(Id,File,[],[(Id,File)]). 
update(Id,File,[(Id,_)|T],[(Id,File)|T]). 
update(Id,File,[(I1,F1)|T],[(I1,F2)|NT]) :- 
    (Id=I1 --> F2 = File, NT = T; 
     F2 = F1, update(Id,File,T,NT)). 
 
%Operations on Open File representation 
newfile(([],[])). 
 
copyin(File,([],File)).  
 
copyout((First,Second),File):-  
    reverse(First,RevFirst),  
    append(RevFirst,Second,File). 
 

forwards((First,[X|Scnd]),([X|First],Scnd)). 
forwards((First,[]),(First,[])). 
 
backwards(([X|First],Scnd),(First,[X|Scnd])). 
    backwards(([],Scnd),([],Scnd)). 
    insert(A,(First,[]),(First,[A])). 
 
insert(A,(First,[X|Y]),([X|First],[A|Y])). 
 
delete((First,[_|Y]),(First,Y)).  
delete((First,[]),(First,[])). 
 
at_first_record(([],_)).  
 
at_last_record((_,[])). 
 
isempty(([],[])). 
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mappings from parse trees and a global state (the file system) to domains (file system, open 

files) that are used to describe meanings of programs. The above specification gives both the 

declarative and operational semantics of the editor. 

 

Figure 3.4. Valuation Predicates for File Editor  
 

Using a logic programming system, the above specification can serve as an interpreter for the 

command language of the editor, and hence serves as an implementation of the editor. Thus, 

this is an executable specification of an editor.  Although editors are interactive programs, for 

prog_val(session(identifier(I),S),FSIn,FSOut) :- 
    access(I,FSIn,File), copyin(File,OpenFile), 
    seq_val(S,OpenFile,NewOpenFile), 
    copyout(NewOpenFile,OutFile), 
    update(I,OutFile,FSIn,FSOut). 
 
seq_val(seq(quit),InFile,InFile). 
seq_val(seq(C,S),InFile,OutFile) :- 
    comm_val(C,InFile,NewFile),  
    seq_val(S,NewFile,OutFile). 
 
comm_val(command(newfile),_,OutFile) :- 
    newfile(OutFile). 
comm_val(command(moveforward),InFile,OutFile) :- 
    (isempty(InFile) -> OutFile = InFile; 
        (at_last_record(InFile) -> OutFile=InFile;  
         forwards(InFile,OutFile))). 
comm_val(command(moveback),InFile,OutFile) :- 
    (isempty(InFile) -> InFile = OutFile; 
        (at_first_record(InFile) -> 
         InFile = OutFile;  
         backwards(InFile,OutFile))). 
comm_val(command(insert(R)),InFile,OutFile) :- 
    record_val(R,RV), insert(RV,InFile,OutFile). 
comm_val(command(delete),InFile,OutFile) :- 
    (isempty(InFile) -> 
         InFile = OutFile; delete(InFile,OutFile)). 
 
record_val(R,R). 
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simplicity, we assume that the commands are given in batches (interactive programs can also 

be handled by modeling the "unknown" commands through Prolog's unbound variables: we 

omit the discussion to keep the presentation simple). Thus, if the editor is invoked and a 

sequence of commands issued, starting with an unspecified file system (modeled as the 

unbound variable Fin), then the resulting file system (Fout) after executing all the editor 

commands will be given by the result of the query:  

 

The final resulting file-system will be:  

 

The output shows that the final file system contains the file “a”  that contains two records, 

and the previously unknown input file system (represented by Prolog's anonymous variable 

_B, aliased to Fin). The key thing to note is that in our logical denotational framework, a 

specification is very easy to write as well as easy to modify. This is because of the 

declarative nature of the logic programming formalism used and its basis in denotational 

semantics.   

3.5 Practical Issues in DCG Based Parsing 

In automatically generating the execution environment for the DSL via its Horn logical 

semantics, we want to ensure that the various components of the environment generated 

(parser, code generator, profiler, debugger) are as efficient as possible. Since syntax is 

?- Comms = [edit,a,cr,newfile,cr,insert,1,cr,insert,2,cr,delete, 
   cr,moveback,cr,insert,4,cr,insert,5,cr,delete,cr,quit]), 
   program(Tree,Comms,[]),    %produce parse tree 
   prog_val(Tree,Fin,Fout).     %execute commands 

Fout = [(a,[rec(1),rec(4)])| _B ],  
Fin  = _B. 
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specified as a definite clause grammar (DCG), we wish to ensure that the parser thus 

obtained is efficient. Likewise, the code generator should be efficient too. In this section we 

will deal with efficiency issues that arise w.r.t. the DCG based parser; efficiency issues w.r.t. 

code generation are discussed in the next chapter, where we demonstrate how continuation-

style Horn logical semantics can be used to produce efficient code, even in presence of  

unstructured control constructs (such as a goto statement).  

A BNF style grammar written as part of a denotational specification can be easily turned into 

a Definite Clause Grammar in a straightforward manner and executed under Prolog. Note, 

however, that if a Prolog interpreter is going to be used, then the DCG must not contain any 

left-recursive rules. In such a case, the DCG must be transformed to turn left-recursive 

grammar rules into right-recursive ones. An alternative is to use a tabled logic programming 

system, where left recursive rules do not pose a problem.  

However, there are other problems that arise while using DCGs for syntax specification. A 

legitimate question to ask is why not use an existing parser generator tool such as YACC or 

Bison, i.e., why not directly translates BNF syntax description into YACC rules? However, 

because of the imperative nature of YACC/Bison, significantly more work is needed in this 

conversion. At the very least, one have to ensure that the language is LALR(1), since 

otherwise YACC/Bison will not work properly. In contrast, with DCGs this is not an issue 

since backtracking is used during parsing, and so if a successful parser exists for a sentence, 

it will be discovered. DCGs can be used to produce parsers even for context sensitive 

languages (experience has shown that languages designed by domain experts, who are not 

savvy in formal language theory, tend to have context sensitive features [JGED01]).  
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One could actually generate DCG for parsing a language directly from its BNF specification. 

Taking a language-centric view, we can regard the BNF notation as a high level domain 

specific language used to describe the syntax of formal languages. We can use our 

denotational approach to transform BNF syntax into DCG format. However, if the syntax of 

formal language is very complex (e.g., due to context sensitive features), then the 

transformation may have to be done manually. Even if done manually, the amount of effort 

needed is not large.  Manual design of the DCG is needed for another reason: reporting 

syntax errors. Error reporting and recovery is notoriously difficult with DCGs. This is 

because if a rule fails to apply during parsing due to a syntax error, then since backtracking is 

extensively used to try various rules while parsing with DCGs, we have no idea whether this 

failure occurred due to an error in syntax of the input sentence that we were just trying the 

wrong rule, and eventually the correct rule will be applied after backtracking.  Thus, refining 

the DCG manually, and explicitly identifying as many syntax error situations as possible is a 

useful strategy. Typically, one has to make use of cuts to identify situations in which parsing 

has reached a point (due to syntax error in the input sentence) from where a successful parse 

is not possible.  

Two Phase Parsing with DCGs: Due to extensive backtracking, naively written DCGs do 

not perform very well during parsing. While DCGs are easy to develop, as they are almost 

identical to BNF in terms of format, they may not always be efficient during parsing due to 

this backtracking.  The inefficiency typically arises due to naive implementation techniques 

used by the programmer. These naive implementation are inefficient because they use 

unconstrained backtracking resulting in inapplicable rules being tried again and again 

without success,; this may also be accompanied by reparsing correct information again and 
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again. As a result the parser will either run out of memory or will not find any solution at all. 

We present an approach here that allows one to obtain quite efficient DCG parsers. 

A traditional language parser consists of two phases. The first phase is lexical analysis which 

is the process of identifying the tokens in the input sentence. The second phrase analyzes 

input tokens and generates the parse tree according to the language grammar. In order to 

improve performance of parsing with DCGs, we divide parsing into three steps. In the first 

step, we use a tokenizer to turn a stream of characters into a stream of tokens, similar to what 

is found in a traditional parser. In other words, lexical analysis and parsing should not  be 

done concurrently, even though it is possible to do so through DCGs. That is, the lexical 

analyzer should be programmed separately (possibly using DCGs).   

Next parsing is done in two steps, we first identify specific subparts of the input sentence 

(without bothering about the structure within a sentence subpart), and then once a subpart is 

recognized, we check its internal structure, that is, check if it is syntactically correct. For 

example, if we were parsing a block-structure language, then after obtaining the tokens list, 

the DCG parser must obtain independent blocks of the program first. The parsing process 

will not care about syntax errors, if any, within each block. Once a block has been identified, 

we use the DCG rules for blocks to check for each block’s syntactic correctness. By dividing 

the parsing process into two phases, we cut down the number of backtrackings significantly, 

making the parsing process very efficient.   

To understand this two phase technique, consider the following program that has a syntax 

error.  
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The statements from line 1 to line 4 are syntactically correct. However line 5 is not a 

syntactically correct statement. If the parser does not know the block structure of the 

program, then the parse will fail on line 5 and the parser will backtrack to try another solution 

for line 1 to 4. In fact, this kind of backtracking is useless backtracking. Using our two stage 

approach for the above example, the parser will recognize that lines 1 to 4 constitute an if-

block and line 5 is simple statement block. Thus, if the parser encounters an error in line 5, it 

will not backtrack and re-parse lines 1 to 4 to find another solution. Prolog implementations 

perform backtracking automatically. Backtracking is a powerful feature of the Prolog 

language. However, we need to control the amount of backtracking done during execution in 

order to improve performance. Sometimes it may not be possible to find such independent 

block structures. In such a case, the DCG programmer needs to find a suitable subpart of 

sentences to be parsed. For programming languages, we think that control flow block is a 

suitable independent block. Another benefit of this two phase parse process is that it is 

possible perform better syntax errors reporting and correction.  

1, If (i=1)  
2,{  
3,   J = 1 
4,} 
5, k = (i+j 
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Figure 3.5. The Two Phrase Structure of DCG Parser 
 

Rule Order in DCGs: Another issue that affects performance while parsing with DCGs is 

the order in which the rules are considered during parsing.  Searching for the right parse 

takes time. Prolog usually tries predicate according to the textual order in which they are 

placed by the programmer. A different DCG rule order will result in a different execution 

time. Programmers need to arrange the rule so that to any tests those are done fail as early as 

possible (first fail principle [SS94]). As a general rule of thumb, programmers should put 

DCG rules that check special cases in the beginning. Also, to improve parser performance, 

programmers should not write the DCG rule in the following format.  

 

Because if the first DCG rule leads to failure, the parser will try the second DCG rule. 

Obviously the predicate “B” will be tested twice. Thus, this DCG rule should be written in 

the following format 

 

Tokenizer 

Independent Block Parser 

Internal Expression Parser 

    A --> B. 

    A --> BA. 
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There are other strategies that one should also employ while programming DCGs: most of 

these are good Prolog programming practices anyway. These include using tail recursive 

rules wherever possible, and using Prolog’s built-in predicates whenever possible (rather than 

inventing one’s own). 

With appropriate ordering of the rules and two phases parsing, parsing with DCGs becomes 

extremely efficient. Not only parsing becomes fast, but input sentences of arbitrarily large 

size can be processed. 

3.6 Provably Correct Compilation 

In previous section, we discuss an interpreter for DSLs. Here we show how compiled code 

can be automatically generated from this interpreter via partial evaluation. The theory of 

automatic generation of compiled code, a compiler and a compiler generator for a language L 

from the definition of its interpreter is well studied in the field of programming languages 

[YF71, NJ96]:  

• Given an interpreter for language L, and a program P, during the interpretation 

process P can be regarded as static input to the interpreter, while any input supplied to 

program P while it is running is the dynamic input. Thus, the interpreter can be 

partially evaluated w.r.t. P. Partially evaluating the interpreter for L w.r.t. P 

automatically yields compiled code for P. This is known as the first Futamura 

projection [NJ96]. We assume that the partial evaluator is a program that takes as 

input the interpreter for L and the program P written in L. 

A--> B (A; []).  
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• Since the partial evaluator is a program itself, we can treat the interpreter as a static 

input of the partial evaluator. The partial evaluator itself can be partially evaluated 

w.r.t. the interpreter; the resulting program is a compiler of L. This is known as the 

second Futamura projection [NJ96]. 

• Finally, the partial evaluator can be partially evaluated w.r.t. itself. This yields a 

program that given the interpreter for L automatically yields a compiler for L. The 

resulting program is thus a compiler generator. This is known as the third Futamura 

projection [NJ96]. 

Here we are only interested in the First Futamura projection. We have already obtained an 

interpreter for the language from its Horn-logical semantics.  If we had a partial evaluator for 

pure Prolog, then we could use it to partially evaluate the interpreter obtained w.r.t. the 

example program above for File Editor example. Indeed such partial evaluators do exist, the 

most well known one being the Mixtus system from the Swedish Institute of Computer 

Science [DS94]. Mixtus is in fact a partial evaluator for full Prolog. Removing the semantic 

algebra for the store from our definition, followed by the partial evaluation (using Mixtus) of 

the interpreter w.r.t. the program for computing File Editor example, results in compiled 

code. Essentially, the original denotation of the program is simplified to the point where it 

only contains calls to the semantic algebra functions. 

Given the executable implementation of the file-editor, and a program in its command 

language, we can partially evaluate it to obtain a more efficient implementation of the 

program. The result of partially evaluating the file-editor specification w.r.t. the previous 

command-language program is shown in Figure 3.6. Compiled code for File Editor Example. 

Partial evaluation translates the editor command language program to a sequence of 
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instructions that call operations defined in the semantic algebra. This sequence of instructions 

looks a lot like “compiled” code. More efficient implementations of the editor can be 

obtained by implementing these semantic algebra operations in an efficient way, e.g., using a 

more efficient language likes C or C++, instead of using logic programming. Compilation 

may not make much sense in case of a file-editor command language; however, there are 

domain specific languages that have been designed for processing special types of file. For 

example, the DSL MidiTrans [RH98] has been designed to manipulate digital music files 

expressed in the MIDI format. The MidiTrans language can be thought of as an editor-

command language, and MidiTrans programs are sequences of commands applied to a MIDI 

file. In this case compilation (via partial evaluation) is important, in order to achieve efficient 

execution of MidiTrans programs. Derivation of MidiTrans using Horn logic denotation 

descriptions is currently in progress [EG99]. 

 

Figure 3.6. Compiled code for File Editor Example 

access(a, Fin, C), 
copyin(C, _), 
newfile(D), 
insert(rec(1), D, E), 
insert(rec(2), E, F), 
(   isempty(F) ->  
        G=F 
       ;delete(F, G)), 
(   isempty(G) -> H=G 
       ;at_first_record(G) -> 
        H=G 
        ;backwards(G, H)), 
insert(rec(4), H, I), 
insert(rec(5), I, J), 
(   isempty(J) -> K=J 
    ;delete(J, K)), 
copyout(K, L), 
update(a,L,Fin,Fout). 
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3.7 Automatic Generation of Debuggers and Profilers 

A debugger allows a programmer to view the snapshot of the state at any point in the 

program. Given that the denotational semantics is a map from parse tree to memory store, the 

snapshot of the current state can be viewed merely by observing the current store. Thus, an 

interpreter derived from the semantic specification of a language can be easily extended to 

produce a debugger. A new command, 

break Condition  

where Condition is optional, is added to the language. The semantics of the break command 

is defined in terms of a predicate that, if the denotation of Condition is true, accepts a series 

of commands from the user, which the user can use to examine the state of the store. At the 

minimum, a command that allows the user to examine the values of variable in the store, and 

another command that will cause the predicate to succeed and return the control to the 

interpreter is needed in this language of commands for debugging.  

The semantics of this command language can also be given using the same Horn logical 

framework, and the interpreter obtained for this language of debugging related command can 

be seamlessly integrated with the interpreter of the language via the semantic predicate for 

the break command. The break command can be thought of as a hook that allows the 

interpreter to escape to the debug mode.  

A profiler can be automatically generated as well. Essentially, the semantics can be extended 

so that it keeps track of various types of profiling data in a data-structure that is included in 

the global state. This data-structure can be used to provide an execution profile when one is 

needed for a program run. 
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3.8 Application of SCR 

The Horn logical semantics based approach for rapidly implementing DSLs has been applied 

to a number of practical applications. These include generating code for parallelizing 

compilers [GPC98] and for controllers specified in Ada (for verification purposes) in a 

provably correct manner, and rapidly implementing a domain specific language for 

bioinformatics [PRGM02] and most recently generating code in a provably correct manner 

for the Software Cost Reduction (SCR) framework. 

3.8.1 SCR: Software Cost Reduction Method 

The SCR (Software Cost Reduction) requirements method is a software development 

methodology introduced in the 80s [KH78, WE99] for engineering reliable software systems. 

The target domain for SCR is real-time embedded systems. The SCR method has been 

extended to describe not only functional requirements (the values the system assigns to 

outputs) but also nonfunctional (e.g., timing and accuracy) requirements [WE99]. A number 

of automatic tools have been developed to aid in formal specification, verification and 

validation of systems using the SCR method [JKJ98]. SCR has been applied to a number of 

practical systems, including avionics system (the A-7 Operational flight Program [SM98]), a 

submarine communication system, and safety-critical components of a nuclear power plant 

[SP93]. The SCR method is scalable and has been applied to document requirements of the 

Lockheed's C-130J Operational Flight Program which resulted in approximately 100,000 

lines of Ada code.   

The SCR method describes system behavior by a mathematical relation between monitored 

variables and controlled variables. This relation is concisely specified using condition, events 

and tables. A condition is a predicate defined on one or more variables in the specification. 
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An event occurs when any variable changes values. The environment changes monitored 

values and causes input events. In response, the system updates the value of one or more 

controlled variable according to some relations. Each SCR table specifies the required value 

of a variable as a mathematical function defined on conditions and events. There are three 

kinds of table used in SCR: condition tables, event tables, and mode transition tables. The 

tables facilitate industrial application of the SCR method since engineers find tables 

relatively easy to understand and to develop [HGL9506]. In additional, tables can describe 

large quantities of requirement information concisely. 

3.8.2 The Four-Variable Model 

There are several versions of SCR. One of the most important versions is the Four Variable 

Model. The Four Variable Model [FA89], illustrated in Figure 3.7. Four variable model, 

represents requirements as a set of mathematical relations on four sets of variables 

(monitored, controlled, input, and output variables). A monitored variable represents an 

environmental quantity that influences system behavior, while a controlled variable 

represents an environmental quantity the system controls. A black box specification of 

required behavior is given as two relations (REQ and NAT) from the monitored quantities to 

the controlled quantities (rather than inputs to outputs). NAT, which defines the set of 

possible values, describes the natural constraints on the system behavior, such as constraints 

imposed by physical laws and the system environment. REQ defines the additional 

constraints on the system to be built as relations the system must maintain between the 

monitored and the controlled quantities [HGL9506].  
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Figure 3.7. Four variable model 
 

A domain specific language [EH02] has been designed to write SCR specifications using the 

four variable model, as well as a large number of tools have been developed to help in 

checking consistency of the requirement specifications [HGL9506]. While the consistency of 

requirement specifications can be checked using these tools, a hurdle still remains in having 

absolute confidence in the final system obtained. This hurdle pertains to ensuring that the 

compilation process is provably correct, i.e., after consistency checking, when the SCR 

specification is translated into executable code then making sure that the code generated is 

faithful to the original specification. 

3.8.3 An Interpreter & a Compiler for SCR 

We have applied our method discussed in this paper to overcome this hurdle. A Horn logical 

semantics has been defined for the complete SCR language. This semantics consists of the 

syntax specification, semantic algebra and valuation predicates. The semantic algebra 

consists of operations for accessing and updating the store (values of variables as well as 

their type) and maintaining the various environments.  

The grammar of SCR consists of five sections (type definitions, constant definitions, variable 

declarations, assumptions and assertions, and function definitions). User-defined data types 
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are listed in the type definitions section. There are two types of user define data types: (i) 

enumerated type and (ii) integer type associated with a range. Variable declarations can 

include four types of variables: monitored variables, controlled variables, term variables and 

mode classes. The assumptions and assertions section contains predicates describing relations 

between variables, i.e., each assumption or assertion is a logical formula.  The violation of an 

assumption indicates that the input does not obey the assumed environmental constraints. If 

an assertion is violated, it means that the specification does not satisfy a property that is was 

expected to satisfy.  Functions in SCR are defined by either a condition or an event table. 

Functions are used to update values of dependent variables when a monitored variable 

changes. The DCG for SCR has been developed in accordance to the BNF grammar supplied 

to us by Naval Research Lab researchers. For example, the above SCR syntax can be 

described by BNF format as the below. 

 

It is easy to rewrite the above BNF syntax definition in DCG rule. 

 

DCG rule use extra argument “spec_paring_tree” to record parsing tree which includes SCR 

specification ID and five sections. Each section can use corresponding DCG rule to obtain 

corresponding parsing tree. The complete SCR BNF definition can be found in appendix III. 

spec_parsing(spec_parsing_tree(ID,Type_defs, 
                       Constant_defs,Var_list,Assumptions, 
                       Function)) -->  
[spec], id(ID),type_defs(Type_defs),  
constant_defs(Constant_defs),  var_declarations_list(Var_list), 
assumptions(Assumptions),  function_defs(Function). 
 

spec ::= "spec" id  
    type_defs constant_defs var_declarations assumptions  
    function_defs 
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The corresponding DCG parser is shown in appendix IV. The semantics of SCR's DSL is 

given in terms of the store semantic algebra extended with type information. We define a 

new operator which can add user defined data type into global memory. In  

Figure 3.8. Semantic Algebra for SCR shows complete store semantic algebra for SCR. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8. Semantic Algebra for SCR 
 

To illustrate generation of code for SCR in a provably correct manner, we consider a 

simplified version of the control system for safety injection described in [JKJ98]. The system 

%init global memory operator 
initialize_store([]). 
 
%define predicate to access memory by variable name. 
%access_by_varname_memory(+VariableName,-Type,_Value) 
access_by_varname_memory(_,[],null,null). 
access_by_varname_memory(VarName,[(VarName,Type,Value)|_],Type,Value). 
access_by_varname_memory(VarName,[_|T],RType,RValue):- 
    access_by_varname_memory(VarName,T,RType,RValue). 
 
%define a predicate to add a new variable 
%declare_var(+VariableName,+Type,+Value,+GlobalMemory,-NewMemory) 
declare_var(Varname,Type,Value,Memory,NM):- 
    append(Memory,[(Varname,Type,Value)],NM). 
 
%define a predicate to update memory by variable name 
%update_by_var(+VariableName,+NewValue,+GlobalMemory,-NewMomery). 
update_by_var(VarName,NV,[],NS):-declare_var(VarName,int,NV,[],NS). 
update_by_var(VarName,NV,[(VarName,Type,_)|T],[(VarName,Type,NV)|T]). 
update_by_var(VarName,NV,[H|T],[H|R]):-update_by_var(VarName,NV,T,R). 
 
%add_User_Def_Type(+TypeID,+BasicType,+Range,+GlobalMomery,-NewMemory). 
%record all user define type 
%store Format:TypeID,BasicType,Range 
add_User_Def_Type(TypeID,BasicType,Range,Store,NS):- 
    access_by_varname_memory('user_def_type',Store,internal,UserDefTypeTab), 
    append(UserDefTypeTab,[(TypeID,BasicType,Range)],NTab), 
    update_by_var('user_def_type',NTab,Store,NS). 
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uses three sensors to monitor water pressure and adds coolant to the reactor core when the 

pressure falls below some threshold. The system operator blocks safety injection by turning 

on a “block” switch and resets the system after blockage by turning on a “reset” switch. 

Figure 3.9. The safety injection control system shows how SCR constructs could be used to 

specify the requirements of the control system. Water pressure and the “block” and “reset” 

switches are represented as monitored variables, WaterPres, Block, and Reset. Safety 

injection is represented as a controlled variable, SafetyInjection. Each sensor represents an 

input and the hardware interface between the control system software and the safety injection 

system serves as output. The program corresponding to this system written in the SCR 

domain specific language was also supplied to us by researchers at the Naval Research Labs. 

A complete semantics for the SCR domain specific language was developed. Development of 

the whole semantics required just a few weeks of work (a significant part of this time was 

spent understanding the SCR language). This Horn logical semantics developed for SCR 

immediately provides us with an interpreter on which the program above can be executed. 

Further, the interpreter was partially evaluated w.r.t. this program using the Mixtus system, 

and compiled code was obtained.  The partially evaluated code that corresponds to the safety 

injection system is shown in Appendix II. The whole partial evaluation (using definite clause 

semantics of SCR) required 27.1 seconds on a Sun Fire 880 with 150 MHz clock-speed and 1 

CPU and 2 GB memory and generated 367 lines of assembly code in Prolog syntax. In 

[EH02], given the same example code, a relation-based strategy (that associates C code as an 

attribute with parse tree nodes) required 20 minutes to generate C code, while a 

transformation-based method using the APTS system [RP94] took four minutes to generate 
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293 lines of C code (execution done on a SUN Ultra 450 with 2 UltraSPARC-II 296MHz 

CPUS and 2GB memory, running Solaris 5.6 [EH02]). 

Permitted

Term: Overridden ...
Constants: Low, Permit ...

  Env
Devices

Env
Safety
Injection
Device

Injection
Block

Reset

Water Pres Sensor1

Sensor2

Sensor3

Software
Devices

Input Output

Safety Injection System

Mode
Class

Safety

High
Pressure

TooLow

 

Figure 3.9. The safety injection control system 
 

Even though our respective experiments have been done on different machines, the time 

taken in our case is considerably better. Note that we did not optimize the semantics at all to 

make it more amenable to partial evaluation as that would have reduced the readability of the 

semantics.  

3.8.4 Generating SCR's Debugger 

A very simple command language that can be used to examine state during the debug mode 

has also been designed for SCR.  This language consists of four commands: 

• watch all: value of each variable in the store is displayed. 

• watch variable-list: value of each variable in the list variable-list is displayed. 

• evaluate expression: expression is evaluated and its value output; the expression may 

contain variables defined in the program being debugged. 
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• exit: control is returned to the interpreter. 

Consider the SCR specification shown in [HGL9506]. There are two break points in that 

specification: the first one breaks execution without any condition, the second one breaks 

when the condition is satisfied. The top level valuation predicate is program which takes an 

input store and produces an output store.  It should be noted that developing the interpreter 

for the command language for debugging and integrating into the semantics of SCR required 

only a few man-hours of work. 

 

 Entering debug mode: 

 Type "help." to get command help. 

 Type "exit." to quit debugging. 

 Please input your command: help. 

 Debug Command Help: 

   [exit.]: quit debugger 

   [watch all.]: output value of all variables 

   [watch variables.]: output values of variables 

   [evaluate expression.]: compute an expression 

   [help.]:  get system help 

 Please input your command: watch all. 

 Low = 900 

-program([(mcPressure,'TooLow'), 
   (mWaterPres,899), 
   (prime_mWaterPres,906), 
   (prime_mReset,'Off'), 
    (mReset,'On'),(mBlock,'Off'), 
   (prime_mBlock,'On')],NS). 
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 Permit = 1000 

 mWaterPres = 899 

 prime_mWaterPres = 906 

 mReset = On 

 prime_mReset = Off 

 mBlock = Off 

 prime_mBlock = On 

 cSafety_Injection = On 

 prime_cSafety_Injection = On 

 tOverridden = false 

 prime_tOverridden = false 

 mcPressure = TooLow 

 prime_mcPressure = TooLow 

 A1 = true 

 Please input your command:watch mBlock. 

 mBlock = Off 

 Please input your command:evaluate (mBlock=On). 

 Answer : false 

  Please input your command:exit. 

 exit debug 

3.9 Related Work 

Most research work on developing provably correct compilers falls into three classes: (i) 

those that treat the compiler as a program and verify its correctness manually or semi-
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automatically using traditional verification techniques, (2) those that generate a compiler 

automatically from its semantic definition, and (3) those that operationally specify a compiler 

via rewrite rules. 

Considerable work has been done in manually or semi-mechanically proving compilers 

correct. Most of these efforts are based on taking a specific compiler and showing its 

implementation to be correct. A number of tools (e.g., a theorem prover) may be used to 

semi-mechanize the proof. Examples of such efforts range from McCarthy's work in 1967 

[MP67] to more recent ones [ADG97, GW96, CP96, HP92, DGM98]. As mentioned earlier, 

these approaches are either manual or semi-mechanical, requiring human intervention, and 

therefore not completely reliable enough for engineering high-assurance systems. 

Considerable work has also been done on generating compilers automatically from language 

semantics. [PM76, MW82, PL89, DFB92]. However, because the syntax is specified as a 

(non-executable) BNF and semantics is specified using λ-calculus, the automatic generation 

process is very cumbersome. The approach outlined in this paper falls in this class, except 

that it uses Horn logical semantics which, we believe and experience suggests, can be 

manipulated more efficiently. 

Considerable work has also been done in using term rewriting systems for transforming 

source code to target code. In fact, this approach has been applied by researchers at NRL to 

automatically generate C code from SCR specification using the APTS [RP94] program 

transformation system. As noted earlier, the time taken is considerably more than in our 

approach. Other approaches that fall in this category include the HATS system [VLW99] that 

use tree rewriting to accomplish transformations. Other transformation based approaches are 

mentioned in [EH02]. 
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An approach that comes the close to our approach is Stepney's who also bases her work on 

logic programming [SS93, SS98]. In Stepney's approach the (provably correct) compiler is 

specified by the user and not automatically generated as in our framework. The compiler is 

specified by giving the semantics of program constructs in terms of machine instructions 

(i.e., the valuation functions map parse trees to machine instructions). The semantics, when 

executed for a given program yields the target code. Consel has independently applied 

denotational semantics and partial evaluation to the specification and implementation of 

domain specific languages [CC98], but his work is based on the traditional model of 

denotational semantics employing the λ-calculus. 

3.10 Conclusions 

We present an approach based on Horn logic semantics and partial evaluation for obtaining 

provably correct compiled code for programs. We illustrate our approach in the context of 

the SCR method for specifying real-time embedded system. A complete syntax and semantic 

specification for SCR was developed and used for automatically generating code for SCR 

specifications. Our method produces executable code considerably faster than other 

transformation based methods for automatically generating code for SCR specifications. A 

debugger for SCR was also automatically obtained.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 TOWARDS PROVABLY CORRECT CODE GENERATION VIA HORN LOGICAL 
CONTINUATION SEMANTICS 

 
 
Provably correct compilation is an important aspect in development of high assurance 

software systems. In this chapter we explore approaches to provably correct code generation 

based on programming language semantics, particularly Horn logical semantics, and partial 

evaluation technology. We show that the definite clause grammar (DCG) notation can be 

used for specifying both the syntax and semantics of imperative languages. We next show 

that continuation semantics can also be expressed in the Horn logical framework. 

4.1 Introduction 

Ensuring the correctness of the compilation process is an important consideration in 

construction of reliable software. If the compiler generates code that is not faithful to the 

original program code of a system, then all our efforts spent in proving the correctness of the 

system could be futile. Proving that target code is correct w.r.t. the program source is 

especially important for high assurance systems, as unfaithful target code can lead to loss of 

life and/or property. Considerable research has been done in this area, starting from the work 

of McCarthy [MP67]. Most efforts directed at proving compiler correctness fall into three 

categories: 

• Those that treat the compiler as just another program and use standard verification 

techniques to manually or semi-automatically establish its correctness (e.g., [CP96, 

HP92, ATW98]). These techniques typically employ known mathematical techniques 
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such as induction proofs, axiomatic semantics, etc. They may also use theorem prover 

or advanced reasoning systems to semi-automate the process. However, even with 

semi-automation this is a very labor intensive and expensive undertaking, which has 

to be repeated from scratch for every new language. 

• Those that generate the compiler automatically from the mathematical semantics of 

the language. Typically the semantics used is denotational. Considerable research was 

done in the 70s and 80s to automatically generate compilers from the semantic 

definition of a language (see for example Chapter 10 of [DS86]). The automatically 

generated compilers, however, have not been used in practice due to their slowness 

and/or inefficiency/poor quality of the code generated. 

• Those that use program transformation systems to transform source code into target 

code [EH02, RP94]. The approach is related to the previous one and expresses the 

operational semantics of the language as term rewriting rules. These term rewriting 

rules can be treated as a specification for a compiler, and can be proven correct. 

Target code is automatically obtained by applying these term-rewriting rules to the 

source code. The disadvantage in this approach is that specifying the compiler 

operationally can be quite a lengthy process. Also, the compilation time can be quite 

large since a term-rewriting system will be used for executing these rules. 

In [GG99] we developed an approach for generating code in a provably correct manner based 

on partial evaluation and a type of semantics called Horn logical semantics. This approach is 

similar in spirit to semantics-based approaches. However its basis is Horn-logical semantics 

[GG99] which possesses both an operational as well as a denotational (declarative) flavor. In 
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the Horn logical semantics approach, both the syntax and semantics of a language is 

specified using Horn logic statements (or pure Prolog [SS94]).  

Taking an operational view, one immediately obtains an interpreter of the language L from 

the Horn-logical semantic description of the language L.. The semantics can be viewed 

dually as operational or denotational. Given a program P written in language L, the 

interpreter obtained for L can be used to execute the program. Moreover, given a partial 

evaluator for pure Prolog, the interpreter can be partially evaluated w.r.t. the program P to 

obtain compiled code for P. Since the compiled code is obtained automatically via partial 

evaluation of the interpreter, it is faithful to the source of P, provided the partial evaluator is 

correct. The correctness of the partial evaluator, however, has to be proven only once. The 

correctness of the code generation process for any language can be certified, provided the 

compiled code is obtained via partial evaluation. Given that efficient execution engines have 

been developed for Horn Logic (pure Prolog), partial evaluation is relatively fast. Also, the 

declarative nature of the Horn logical semantics allows for language semantics to be rapidly 

obtained. 

In this chapter, we further develop our approach and show that in Horn logical semantics not 

only the syntax but also the semantics can be expressed using the definite clause grammar 

notation. The semantics expressed in the DCG notation allows for the store argument to be 

naturally (syntactically) hidden. We show that continuation semantics can also be expressed 

in Horn logic. Continuation semantics model the semantics of imperative constructs such as 

goto statements, exception handling mechanisms, abort, and catch/throw constructs more 

naturally. We also show that continuation semantics expressed as DCGs can be partially 

evaluated w.r.t. a source program to obtain “good quality” target code.  
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In this work we use partial evaluation to generate target code. Partial evaluation is especially 

useful when applied to interpreters; in this setting the static input is typically the object 

program being interpreted, while the actual call to the object program is dynamic. Partial 

evaluation can then produce a more efficient, specialized version of the interpreter, which 

can be viewed as a compiled version of the object program [YF71]. 

In our work we have used the LOGEN  system [MJWM04]. Much like MIXTUS , LOGEN  

can handle many non-declarative aspects of Prolog. LOGEN  also supports partially static 

data by allowing the user to declare custom “binding types.” More details on the LOGEN  

system can be found elsewhere [MJWM04]. Unlike MIXTUS , LOGEN  is a so-called offline 

partial evaluator, i.e., specialization is divided into two phases: 

• First a binding-time analysis (BTA for short) is performed which, given a program 

and an approximation of the input available for specialization, approximates all 

values within the program and generates annotations that steer (or control) the 

specialization process.  

• A (simplified) specialization phase}, which is guided by the result of the BTA. 

Because of the preliminary BTA, the specialization process itself can be performed very 

efficiently, with predictable results (which is important for our application). Moreover, due to 

its simplicity it is much easier to establish correctness of the specialization process. 

Finally, while our work is motivated by provably correct code generation, we believe our 

approach to be useful to develop “ordinary” compilers for domain specific languages in 

general [GGP03, ED03].  

4.2 Horn Logical Semantics 

The denotational semantics of a language L has three components: 
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(i) Syntax specification: maps sentences of L to parse trees; it is commonly specified as a 

grammar in the BNF format; 

(ii) Semantic algebra: represents the mathematical objects whose elements are used for 

expressing the meaning of a program written in the language L; these mathematical objects 

typically are sets or domains (partially ordered sets, lattices, etc.) along with associated 

operations to manipulate the elements of the sets; 

(iii) V aluation functions: these are functions mapping parse trees to elements of the semantic 

algebras. 

Traditional denotational definitions express syntax as BNF grammars, and the semantic 

algebras and valuation functions using λ-calculus. In Horn Logical semantics, Horn-clauses 

(or pure Prolog) and constraints1 are used instead to specify all the components of the 

denotational semantics of programming languages [GG99]. There are three major advantages 

of using Horn clauses and constraints for coding denotational semantics. 

First, the syntax specification trivially and naturally yields an executable parser. The BNF 

specification of a language L can be quite easily transformed to a Definite Clause Grammar 

(DCG) [SS94]. The syntax specification2 written in DCG notation serves as a parser for L.. 

This parser can be used to parse programs written in L and obtain their parse trees (or syntax 

trees). Thus, the syntactic BNF specification of a language is easily turned into executable 

                                                 

1 Constraints may be used, for example, to specify semantics of languages for real-time systems 
[GGP97]. 

2 A grammar coded as a DCG is syntax specification in the sense that various operational semantics 
of logic programming (standard Prolog order, tabled execution, etc.) can be used for execution 
during actual parsing. Different operational semantics will result in different parsing algorithms 
(e.g., Prolog in recursive descent parsing with backtracking, tabled execution in chart parsing, etc.). 
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syntax (i.e., a parser). Note that the syntax of even context sensitive languages can be 

specified using DCGs [GGAE02]. 

Second, the semantic algebra and valuation functions of L can also be coded in Horn-clause 

Logic. Since Horn-clause Logic or pure Prolog is a declarative programming notation, just 

like the λ-calculus, the mathematical properties of denotational semantics are preserved. 

Since both the syntax and semantic part of the denotational specification are expressed as 

logic programs, they are both executable. These syntax and semantic specifications can be 

loaded in a logic programming system and executed, given a program written in L. This 

provides us with an interpreter for the language L. In other words, the denotation3 of a 

program written in L is executable. This executable denotation can also be used for many 

applications, including automated generation of compiled code. 

Third, non-deterministic semantics can be given to a language w.r.t. resources (e.g., time, 

space, battery power) consumed during execution. For example, some operations in the 

semantic algebra may be specified in multiple ways (say in software or in hardware) with 

each type of specification resulting in different resource consumption. Given a program and 

bounds on the resources that can be consumed, only some of the many possible semantics 

may be viable for that program. Resource bounded partial evaluation [SD97] can be used to 

formalize resource conscious compilation (e.g., energy aware compilation) [QG05] via Horn 

Logical semantics. 

The disadvantage of Horn logical semantics is that it is not denotational in the strict sense of 

the word because the semantics given for looping constructs is not compositional. The fix 

                                                 

3  Refer to the denotation of a program under the Horn-logical semantics as its Horn logical 
denotation. 
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operator used to give compositional semantics of looping constructs in λ-calculus cannot be 

naturally coded in Horn logic due to lack of higher order functions. This, for example, 

precludes the use of structural induction to prove properties of programs. However, note that 

even though the semantics is not truly compositional, it is declarative, and thus the fix-point 

of the logic program representing the semantics can be computed via the standard TP operator 

[JL87]. Structural/fix-point induction can then be performed over this TP operator to prove 

properties of programs. Note that even in the traditional λ-calculus approach, the declarative 

meaning of the fix operator (defined as computing the limit of a series of functions) is given 

outside the operational framework of the λ-calculus, just as the computation of the fix(TP) in 

logic programming is outside the operational framework of Horn Clause logic. For partial 

evaluation, the operational definition of fix, i.e., fix(F) = F(fix F), is used. 

 

Figure 4.1. BNF grammar for Subset Pascal Language 
 

In [GG99] we show how both the syntax and semantics of a simple imperative language (a 

simple subset of Pascal whose grammar is shown in Figure 4.1. BNF grammar for Subset 

Pascal Language can be given in Horn Logic. The Horn logical semantics, viewed 

Program ::= C. 
C ::= C1;C2 | 
loop while B C end while | 
if B then C1 else C2 endif | 
I := E 
E ::= N | Identifier | E1 + E2 | 
E1 - E2 | E1 * E2 | (E) 
B ::= E1 = E2 | E1 > E2 | E1 < E2 
N ::= 0 | 1 | 2 | ... | 9 
Identifier ::= w | x | y | z 
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operationally, automatically yields an interpreter. Given a program P, the interpreter can be 

partially evaluated w.r.t. P to obtain P 's compiled code. 

A program and its corresponding code generated via partial evaluation using the LOGEN  

system [MJWM04] is shown in Figure 4.3. Source Code and Result of Partial Evaluation. 

The specialization time is insignificant (i.e., less than 10 ms). Note that the semantics is 

written under the assumption that the program takes exactly two inputs (found in variables x 

and y) and produces exactly one output (placed in variable z). The definitions of the semantic 

algebra operations are removed, so that unfolding during partial evaluation will stop when a 

semantic algebra operation is encountered. The semantic algebra operations are also shown 

below. 

 

Figure 4.2. Semantic Algebra 
 

Notice that in the program that results from partial evaluation, only a series of memory 

access, memory update, arithmetic and comparison operations are left, that correspond to 

load, store, arithmetic, and comparison operations of a machine language. The while-loop, 

whose meaning was expressed using recursion, will partially evaluate to a tail-recursive 

%init global store 
 initialize_store([(x,0),(y,0),(z,0),(w,0)]).          
                
%access global memory by ID 
 access(Id,[(Id,Val)|_ ],Val).            
 access(Id,[_|R],Val) :-  access(Id,R,Val).                
 
%update Id’s value 
update(Id,NV,[(Id,_)|R],[(Id,NV)|R]). 
update(Id,NewV,[P|R],[P|R1]) :- update(Id,NewV,R,R1). 
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program. These tail-recursive calls are easily converted to iterative structures using jumps in 

the target code.   

 

Figure 4.3. Source Code and Result of Partial Evaluation 
 

Though the compiled code generated is in Prolog syntax, it looks a lot like machine code. A 

few simple transformation steps will produce actual machine code. These transformations 

include replacing variable names by register/memory locations, replacing a Prolog function 

call by a jump (using a goto) to the code for that function, etc. The code generation process is 

provably correct, since target code is obtained automatically via partial evaluation. Of course, 

we need to ensure that the partial evaluator works correctly. However, this needs to be done 

only once.  Note that once we prove the correctness of the partial evaluator, compiled code 

for programs written in any language can be generated as long as the Horn-logical semantics 

of the language is given. 

It is easy to see that valuation predicate for an iterative structure will always be tail-recursive. 

This is because the operational meaning of a looping construct can be given by first iterating 

z = 1;               
w = x;               
loop while w > 0    
    z = z * y ;        
    w = w - 1          
end while.           
 

main(A, B, C) :-           
    initialize_store(D),        
    update(x, A, D, E), 
    update(y, B, E, F), 
    update(z, 1, F, G),  
    access(x, G, H), 
    update(w, H, G, I),   
    while_eval__1(I, J),          
    K=J,                            
    access(z, K, C).  

while_eval__1(A, B) :- 
    access(w, A, C), 
    ( C>0 -> 
        access(z, A, D), 
        access(y, A, E), 
        F is D*E, 
        update(z, F, A, G), 
        access(w, G, H), 
        I is H-1, 
        update(w, I, G, J), 
        while_eval__1(J, B), 
        ; 
        B=A  
    ). 
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through the body of the loop once, and then recursively re-processing the loop after the state 

has been appropriately changed to reflect the new values of the loop control parameters. The 

valuation predicate for expressing this operational meaning will be inherently tail recursive. 

Note also that if a predicate definition is tail recursive, a folding/unfolding based partial 

evaluation of the predicate will preserve its tail-recursiveness. This allows us to replace a tail 

recursive call with a simple jump while producing the final assembly code. The fact that tail-

recursiveness is preserved follows from the fact that folding/unfolding based partial 

evaluation can be viewed as algebraic simplification, given the definitions of various 

predicates. Thus, given a tail recursive definition, the calls in its body will be expanded in-

place during partial evaluation. Expanding a tail-recursive call will result in either the tail-

recursion being eliminated or being replaced again by its definition. Since the original 

definition is tail-recursive, the unfolded definition will stay tail recursive.  

4.3 Definite Clause Semantics 

Note that in the code generated, the update and access operations are parameterized on the 

memory store (i.e., they take an input store and produce an output store). Of course, real 

machine instructions are not parameterized on store. This store parameter can be 

(syntactically) eliminated by using the DCG notation for expressing the valuation predicates 

as well. 

All valuation predicates take a store argument as input, modify it per the semantics of the 

command under consideration and produce the modified store as output [GG99]. Because the 

semantic rules are stated declaratively, the store argument “weaves” through the semantic 

sub-predicates called in the rule. This suggests that we can express the semantic rules in the 

DCG notation. Thus, we can view the semantic rules as computing the difference between 
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the output and the input stores. This difference reflects the effect of the command whose 

semantics is being given. Expressed in the DCG notation, the store argument is 

(syntactically) hidden away. For example, in the DCG notation the valuation predicate  

 

        command(comb(C1, C2), Store, Outstore) :-  

            command(C1, Store, Nstore),   

            command(C2, Nstore, Outstore). 

is written as: 

        command(comb(C1, C2)) --> command(C1), command(C2). 

 

In terms of difference structures, this rules states that the difference of stores produced by 

C1; C2 is the “sum” of differences of stores produced by the command C1 and C2. The 

semantics of the subset of Pascal considered earlier is shown below as a DCG. 

prog_eval(p(Comm),Valx,Valy,Output) -->  

    update(x, Valx),  

    update(y, Valy),  

    command(Comm),  

    access(z,Output). 

 

command(comb(C1, C2)) --> command(C1), command(C2). 

 

command(while(B, C)) --> bool(B, Bval), 

     ({Bval = true} -> command(C), command(while(B, C)); []). 
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command(ifthenelse(B, C1, C2)) --> bool(B, Bval), 

     ({Bval = true} -> command(C1); command(C2)). 

 

command(assign(I, E)) --> expression(E, Val), update(I, Val).  

 

expression(add(E1, E2), Result) --> expression(E1, Val_E1),  

       expression(E2, Val_E2), {Result is Val_E1+Val_E2}. 

 

expression(sub(E1, E2), Result) --> expression(E1, Val_E1), 

       expression(E2, Val_E2), {Result is Val_E1-Val_E2}. 

 

expression(mul(E1, E2), Result) --> expression(E1, Val_E1), 

       expression(E2, Val_E2), {Result is Val_E1*Val_E2}. 

 

expression(id(X), Result) --> access(X, Result). 

 

expression(num(X), X) --> []. 

 

bool(greater(E1, E2), Bval) --> expression(E1, Eval1),  

   expression(E2, Eval2), {(Eval1 > Eval2 -> Bval = true; Bval = false)}. 

 

bool(lesser(E1, E2), Bval) --> expression(E1, Eval1),  
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   expression(E2, Eval2), {(Eval1 < Eval2 -> Bval = true; Bval = false)}. 

 

bool(equal(E1, E2), Bval) --> expression(E1, Eval1),  

   expression(E2, Eval2), {(Eval1 = Eval2 -> Bval = true; Bval = false)}. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Partial Evaluated Semantics 
 

Expressed in the DCG notation, the semantic rules become more intuitively obvious. In fact, 

these rules have more natural reading; they can be read as simple rewrite rules.  Additionally, 

now we can partially evaluate this DCG w.r.t. an input program, and obtain compiled code 

that has the store argument syntactically hidden. The result of partially evaluating this DCG-

formatted semantics is shown in Figure 4.4. Partial Evaluated Semantics. Notice that the 

store argument weaving through the generated code shown in the original partially evaluated 

code is hidden away.  Notice also that the basic operations (such as comparisons, arithmetic, 

etc.) that appear in the target code are placed in braces in definite clause semantics, so that 

main(U,V,A) --> 
    update(x,U),   
    update(y,V),  
    update(z,1), 
    access(x,F),     
    update(w,F), 
    while_eval__1, 
    access(z,A). 

while_eval__1 --> 
    (access(w,C), 
      0<C ->  
          access(z,D),  
          access(y,E),  
          F is D*E,  
          update(z,F), 
          access(w,H),  
          I is H-1,  
          update(w,I), 
          while_eval__1 
          ;  
          [] 
     ). 
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the two store arguments are not added during expansion to Prolog. The constructs appearing 

within braces can be regarded as the “terminal” symbols in this semantic evaluation, similar 

to terminal symbols appearing in square brackets in the syntax specification. In fact, the 

operations enclosed within braces are the primitive operations left in the residual target code 

after partial evaluation. Note, however, that these braces can be eliminated by putting 

wrappers around the primitive operations; these wrappers will have two redundant store 

arguments that are identical, per the requirements of the DCG notation. Note also that since 

the LOGEN  partial evaluator is oblivious of the DCG notation, the final generated code was 

cast into the DCG notation manually. 

 

Figure 4.5. Assembly Code of Simple Example 
 

Now that the store argument that was threading through the code has been eliminated, the 

access/update instructions can be replaced by load/store instructions, tail recursive call can be 

replaced by a jump, etc., to yield proper assembly code. The assembly code that corresponds 

to the code shown in Figure 4.4 is shown in Figure 4.5. We assume that inputs will be found 

main: 
    store x U 
    store y V 
    store z 1 
    load  x F  
    store w F 
    jump  while 
end: 
    load  z W 

while: 
    load  w C 
    skipgtz C 
    jump  else  
    load  z D 
    load  y E 
    mul   D E F 
    store z F 
    load  w H  
    sub1  H I  
    store w I 
    jump  while 
else: 
    noop 
    jump end 
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in registers U and V, and the output will be placed in register W. Note that x, y, z, w refer to 

the memory locations allocated for the respective variables. Uppercase letters denote 

registers. The instruction load x Y moves the value of memory location x into register Y, 

likewise store x Y moves the value of register Y in memory location x (on a modern 

microprocessor, both load and store will be replaced by the mov instruction); the instruction 

jump label performs an unconditional jump, mul D E F multiplies the operands D and E and 

puts the result in register F, sub1 A B subtracts 1 from register A and puts the result in 

register B, while skipgtz C instruction realizes a conditional expression (it checks if register 

C is greater than zero, and if so, skips the immediately following instruction). 

Note that we have claimed the semantics to be denotational. However, there are two 

problems: (i) First, we use the (p->q;r  construct of logic programming which has a hidden 

cut, which means that the semantics predicates are not even declarative. (ii) Second, the 

semantics is not truly compositional, because the semantics of the while command is given in 

terms of the while command itself. This non-compositionality means that structural induction 

cannot be applied.  

W.r.t. (i) note that the condition in the -> always involves a relational operator with ground 

arguments (e.g., Bval = true). The negation of such relational expressions can always be 

computed and the clause expanded to eliminate the cut. Thus, a clause of the form  

p(..) :- (Bval = true -> q(...); r(...))  

can be re-written as  

p(..) :- Bval = true,  q(...). 

p(..) :- Bval = false,  r(...). 

Note that this does not adversely affect the quality of code produced via partial evaluation. 
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W.r.t. (ii), as noted earlier, program properties can still be proved via structural induction on 

the TP operator, where P represents the Horn logical semantic definition. 

Another issue that needs to be addressed is the ease of proving a partial evaluator correct 

given that a partial evaluator such as LOGEN  [EH02] or Mixtus [DS94] are complex pieces 

of software. However, as already mentioned, because of the offline approach the actual 

specialization phase of LOGEN  is actually quite straightforward and should be much easier 

to prove correct. Also, because of the predictability of the offline approach, it should also be 

possible to formally establish that the output of LOGEN  corresponds to proper target code.4 

Note that because partial evaluation is done until only the calls to the semantic algebra 

operation remain, the person defining the semantics can control the type of code generated by 

suitably defining the semantic algebra. Thus, for example, one can first define the semantics 

of a language in terms of semantic algebra operations that correspond to operations in an 

abstract machine. Abstract machine code for a program can be generated by partial 

evaluation w.r.t. this semantics. This code can be further refined by giving a lower level 

semantics for abstract machine code programs. Partial evaluation w.r.t. this lower level 

semantics will yield the lower level (native) code. 

4.4 Continuation Semantics 

So far we have modeled only direct semantics [DS86] using Horn logic. It is well known that 

direct semantics cannot naturally model exception mechanisms and goto statements of 

imperative programming languages. To express such constructs naturally, one has to resort to 

continuation semantics. We next show how continuation semantics can be naturally 

                                                 

4 E.g., for looping constructs, the unfolding of the (tail) recursive call has to be done only once 
through the recursive call to obtain proper target code. 
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expressed in Horn Clause logics using the DCG notation.  In the definite clause continuation 

semantics, semantics of constructs is given in terms of the differences of parse trees (i.e., 

difference of the input parse tree and the continuation's parse tree). Each semantic predicate 

thus relates an individual construct (difference of two parse trees) to a fragment of the store 

(difference of two stores). 

Thus, semantic rules are of the form: 

    command(C1, C2, Program, S1, S2) :- ... 

where the difference of C1 and C2 (say ∆C) represents the command whose semantics is 

being given, and the difference of S1 and S2 represents the store which reflects the 

incremental change (∆S) brought about to the store by the command ∆C. Note that the 

Program parameter is needed to carry the mapping between labels and the corresponding 

command. Each semantic rule thus is a stand alone rule relating the difference of command 

lists, ∆C, to difference of stores, ∆S. If we view a program as a sequence of difference of 

command lists then its semantics can simply be obtained by “summing” the difference of 

stores for each command. That is, if we view a program P as consisting of sequence of 

commands: 

 

P = ∆C1 + ∆C2 + … + ∆Cn  

 

then its semantics S is viewed as a “sum” of the corresponding differences of stores: 

 

S = ∆S1 + ∆S2 + … + ∆Sn 
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and the continuation semantics simply maps each ∆Ci to the corresponding ∆Si. Note that 

“+” is a non-commutative operator, and its exact definition depends on how the store is 

modeled. Additionally, continuation semantics allow for cleaner, more intuitive declarative 

semantics for imperative constructs such as exceptions, catch/throw, goto, etc. [DS86].  

Finally, note that the above continuation semantics rules can also be written in the DCG 

notation causing the arguments S1 and S2 to become syntactically hidden: 

 

command(C1, C2, Program) --> ... 

 

Below, we give the continuation semantics of the subset of Pascal considered earlier after 

extending it with statement labels and a goto statement.  Note that the syntax trees are now 

represented as a list of commands. Each command is represented in the syntax tree as a pair, 

whose first element is a label (possibly null) and the second element is the command itself. 

Only the valuation functions for commands are shown (those for expressions, etc., are similar 

to the one shown earlier). 

 

prog_eval([], _, _, 0) --> [] 

prog_eval(CommList, Val_x, Val_y, Output) --> 

    update(x, Val_x), update(y, Val_y), 

    commmand_eval(CommList,cont([],[]), CommList),  

    access(z, Output). 

      

commmand_eval([],[],_Program) --> []. 
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commmand_eval([],cont(CommList,Cont),Program)--> 

     commmand_eval(CommList,Cont,Program).      

commmand_eval([Comm|CommList],Cont,Program)-->  

     comm_eval(Comm,CommList,Cont,NCommList,NCont,Program), 

     command_eval(NCommList,NCont,Program). 

 

comm_eval([(_,abort)|_],_Comm,_Cont,[],[],_Program) -->  

    []. 

comm_eval((Label,while(B,LoopBody)),OldRest,OldCont,[],[],Program) 

    -->  

    bool_while_eval(B,LoopBody,  

                                   cont([(Label,while(B,LoopBody))|OldRest], OldCont),  

                                   OldRest,OldCont,Program). 

comm_eval((_,ce(B,C1,C2)),OldRest,OldCont,[],[],Program) --> 

    bool_eval(B,C1,cont(OldRest,OldCont),C2,cont(OldRest,OldCont),Program). 

comm_eval((_,ce(B,C1)),OldRest,OldCont,[],[],Program) --> 

    bool_eval(B,C1,cont(OldRest,OldCont),OldRest,OldCont,Program). 

comm_eval((_,jmp(ID)),_OldRest,_OldCont,JumpList,cont([],[]),Program)--> 

   {find_label(ID,Program,JumpList)}. 

comm_eval((_,assign(id(I), E)),OldRest,OldCont,OldRest,OldCont,_Program) --> 

    expr(E, Val), update(I, Val).  

 

bool_while_eval(Cond,C1,C1Cont,C2,C2Cont,Program) -->  
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    bool_eval(Cond,C1,C1Cont,C2,C2Cont,Program). 

 

     bool_eval(greater(E1, E2),C1,C1Cont,C2,C2Cont,Program) 

            --> expr(E1, Eval1), expr(E2, Eval2),  

                ({Eval1 > Eval2} -> comm_list_eval(C1,C1Cont,Program) ;   

                                                  comm_list_eval(C2,C2Cont,Program)). 

  /*the code for leser(E1,E2) and equal(E1,E2) is very similar*/ 

 

The code above is self-explanatory. Semantic predicates pass command continuations as 

arguments. The code for find_label/3 predicate is not shown. It looks for the program 

segment that is a target of a goto and changes the current continuation to that part of the 

code.   

Consider the program shown below to the left in Figure 4.6. Example with a jump from 

outside to inside a while loop. In this program segment, control jumps from outside the loop 

to inside via the goto statement. The result of partially evaluating the interpreter (after 

removing the definitions of semantic algebra operations) obtained from the semantics w.r.t. 

this program (containing a goto) is shown in the Figure 4.6. Example with a jump from 

outside to inside a while loop to the right. Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show other instances of 

programs involving goto's and the code generated by the LOGEN  partial evaluator by 

specialization of the definite clause continuation semantics shown above. Figure 4.7 shows 

the case in which a jump takes place from inside a loop to outside, figure 4.8 shows the case 

in which a jump takes place from outside a doubly nested loop to inside the loop, while 

figure 4.9 shows the case in which a conditional jump takes place from within a while loop to 
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outside. In all cases, the correspondence between generated code and the source code is quite 

clearly visible.  

 

Figure 4.6. Example with a jump from outside to inside a while loop 
 

 

Figure 4.7. Example with a jump from inside to outside a while loop 
 

//source code 
z = 1; 
w = x; 
loop while w $>$ 0 
    z = z * y ; 
    w = w - 1; 
    goto label 
endloop while; 
label: z = 8 
z = 7. 

//generated code 
interpreter(A, B, C) --> 
    update(x, A),  
    update(y, B), 
    update(z, 1), 
    access(x, D),  
    update(w, D), 
    (   access(w, E), 
        0<E -> 
        access(z, F),  
        access(y, G), 
        H is F*G, 

        update(z, H), 
        access(w, I), 
        J is I-1, 
        update(w, J), 
        update(z, 8),  
        update(z, 7) 
        ; 
        update(z, 8),  
        update(z, 7) 
     ), access(z, C). 

//source code 
z = 1; 
w = x; 
goto label; 
loop while w > 0 
    z = z * y ; 
    label: w = w - 1 
endloop while; 
z = 8; 
z = 7. 

//generated code 
interpreter(A, B, C) --> 
    update(x, A), 
    update(y, B), 
    update(z, 1), 
    access(x, D), 
    update(w, D), 
    access(w, E), 
    F is E-1, 
    update(w, F), 
    fix1, 
    access(z, C). 

fix1 --> 
    (   access(w, A), 
         0<A -> 
             access(z, B), 
             access(y, C), 
             D is B*C, 
             update(z, D), 
             access(w, E), 
             F is E-1, 
             update(w, F), 
             fix1 
             ; 
             update(z, 8), 
             update(z, 7) 
    ). 
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Figure 4.8. Example with jump from outside to inside a nested while loop 
 

//source code 
z = 1 ; 
w = y ; 
loop while w > 0 
    z = z * y ; 
    w = w - 1 ; 
    if w > 2 then 
        goto label ; 
    end if 
endloop while; 
label: z = 8; 
z = 7. 

//generated code 
interpreter(A, B, C) --> 
    update(x, A), 
    update(y, B), 
    update(z, 1), 
    access(y, D), 
    update(w, D), 
    access(y, E), 
    F is E-1, 
    update(y, F), 
    fix1, 
    access(z, C). 
 
 

fix1 --> 
    (   access(y, A), 
        1 <A -> 
        access(z, B), 
        access(w, C), 
        D is B*C, 
        update(z, D), 
        access(y, E), 
        F is E-1, 
        update(y, F), 
        fix1 
        ; 
        access(x, G), 
        H is G-1, 
        update(x, H), 
        fix2 
    ). 
 

Fix2 --> 
    (   access(x, A), 
        1<A -> 
             access(w, B), 
             update(y, B), 
             fix3 
             ; 
             access(z, C), 
             D is C + 1, 
             update(z, D) 
      ). 
 

fix3 --> 
    (   access(y, A), 
        1<A -> 
            access(z, B), 
            access(w, C), 
            D is B*C, 
            update(z, D), 
            access(y, E), 
            F is E-1, 
            update(y, F), 
            fix3 
            ; 
            access(x, G), 
            H is G-1, 
            update(x, H), 
            fix2 
    ). 
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Figure 4.9. Example with a conditional jump from inside a while loop to outside 
 

Note that Horn logical continuation semantics can be given for any imperative language in 

such a way that its partial evaluation w.r.t. a program will yield target code in terms of 

access/update operation. This follows from the fact that programs written in imperative 

languages consist of a series of commands executed under a control that is explicitly supplied 

by the programmer. Control is required to be specified to a degree that the continuation of 

each command can be uniquely determined. Each command (possibly) modifies the store. 

Continuation semantics of a command is based on modeling the change brought about to the 

store by the continuation of this command. Looking at the structure of the continuation 

semantics shown above, one notes that programs are represented as lists of commands. The 

continuation of each command may be the (syntactically) next command or it might be some 

other command explicitly specified by a control construct (such as a goto or a loop). The 

continuation is modeled in the semantics explicitly, and can be explicitly set depending on 

//source code 
z = 1 ; 
w = y ; 
loop while w > 0 
    z = z * y ; 
    w = w - 1 ; 
    if w > 2 then 
        goto label ; 
    end if 
endloop while; 
label: z = 8; 
z = 7. 

//generated code 
interpreter(A, B, C) --> 
    update(x, A), 
    update(y, B), 
    update(z, 1), 
    access(x, D), 
    update(w, D), 
    F is E -1, 
    Update(w, F)m 
    fix1, 
    access(z, C). 
 
 

fix1 --> 
    (    access(w, A), 
         (0<A) -> 
             access(z, B), 
             access(y, C), 
             D is B*C, 
             update(z, D), 
             access(w, E), 
             F is E-1, 
             update(w, F), 
              fix1 
              ;    
              update(z, 8), 
              update(z, 7) 
     ). 
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the control construct. The semantics rule for each individual command computes the changes 

made to the store as well as the new continuation. Thus, as long as the control of an 

imperative language is such that the continuation of each command can be explicitly 

determined, it’s Horn logical continuation semantics can be written in the DCG syntax. 

Further, since the semantics is executable, given a program written in the imperative 

language, it can be executed under this semantics. The execution can be viewed as unfolding 

the top-level call, until all goals are solved. If the definitions of the semantic algebra 

operations are removed, then the top-level call can be simplified via unfolding (partial 

evaluation) to a resolvent which only contains calls to the semantic algebra operations; this 

resolvent will correspond to the target code of the program.   

It should also be noted that the LOGEN  system allows users to control the partial evaluation 

process via annotations. Annotations are generated by the BTA and then can be modified 

manually. This feature of the LOGEN  system gives considerable control of the partial 

evaluation process---and hence of the code generation process--to the user. The interpreter 

has to be annotated only once by the user, to ensure that good quality code will be generated.  

4.5 Related Work 

Considerable work has been done on manually or semi-mechanically proving compilers 

correct. Most of these efforts are based on taking a specific compiler and showing its 

implementation to be correct. A number of tools (e.g., a theorem prover) may be used to 

semi-mechanize the proof. Examples of such efforts range from McCarthy's work in 1967 

[MP67] to more recent ones [CP96, HP92, ATW98]. As mentioned earlier, these approaches 

are either manual or semi-mechanical, requiring human intervention, and therefore not 

completely reliable enough for engineering high-assurance systems. “Verifying Compilers” 
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have also been considered as one of the grand challenge for computing research [CARH03], 

although the emphasis in [CARH03] is more on developing a compiler that can verify the 

assertions inserted in programs (of course, such a compiler has to be proven correct first).  

Considerable work has also been done on generating compilers automatically from language 

semantics [DS86]. However, because the syntax is specified as a (non-executable) BNF and 

semantics is specified using λ-calculus, the automatic generation process is very 

cumbersome. The approach outlined in this paper falls in this class, except that it uses Horn 

logical semantics which, we believe and experience suggests, can be manipulated more 

efficiently. Also, because Horn logical semantics has more of an operational flavor, code 

generation via partial evaluation can be done quite efficiently.  

Considerable work has also been done in using term rewriting systems for transforming 

source code to target code. In fact, this approach has been applied by researchers at NRL to 

automatically generate C code from SCR specification using the APTS [RP94] program 

transformation system. As noted earlier, the time taken is considerably more than in our 

approach. Other approaches that fall in this category include the HATS system [VLW99] that 

use tree rewriting to accomplish transformations. Other transformation based approaches are 

mentioned in [EH02]. 

Recently, Pnueli et al have taken the approach of verifying a given run of the compiler rather 

than a compiler itself [PSS98]. This removes the burden of maintaining the compiler's 

correctness proof; instead each run is proved correct by establishing a refinement 

relationship.  However, this approach is limited to very simple languages. 

As the authors themselves mention, their approach “seems to work in all cases that the source 

and target programs each consist of a repeated execution of a single loop body ..,” and as 
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such is limited. For such simple languages, we believe that a Horn logical semantics based 

solution will perform much better and will be far easier to develop. Development of the 

refinement relation is also not a trivial task. For general programs and general languages, it is 

unlikely that the approach will work. 

Note that considerable work has been done in partially evaluating meta-interpreters for 

declarative languages, in order to eliminate the interpretation overhead [SO89, LS88, BS96, 

JG86, LS90]. However, in this paper our goal is to generate assembly-like target code for 

imperative languages. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter we presented an approach based on formal semantics, Horn logic, and partial 

evaluation for obtaining provably correct compiled code. We showed that not only the syntax 

specification, but also the semantic specification can be coded in the DCG notation. We also 

showed that continuation semantics of an imperative language can also be coded in Horn 

clause logic. Our method produces executable code considerably faster than other 

transformation based methods. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTEGRATING ADL BASED ON SEMANTIC APPROACH 

Numerous architectural description languages (ADLs) have been developed in the last 

decade. However, none of the ADLs and their toolsets are expressive enough to cover all the 

requirements that may be specified while developing a software system. An ADL based 

approach will be more useful and powerful if ADLs can share architectural descriptions and 

if their analysis tools can be integrated. Here we propose a semantics-based approach to 

integrating ADLs. A general, abstract executable form is developed for representing 

architectural information. A uniform query language is also defined that can be used to 

retrieve architectural information from this abstract form. There are at least three benefits of 

our framework. First, software designer and analysis tools can use a uniform query language 

to retrieve architectural information from architectural descriptions written in different 

ADLs. Second, interpreters and toolsets for ADLs can be developed extremely quickly. Thus, 

as an ADL rapidly evolves, its implementation infrastructure can be developed at the same 

pace. Third, an architecture description written in one ADL can be readily translated into 

another ADL. 

5.1 Motivation 

For successfully developing any complex software system, one of the critical tasks is to 

clearly describe the architecture of the software system. At the architectural level of design 

[GP95, GS93], a software system is typically described as a composition of high-level, 
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interacting components. The choice of an appropriate architecture can lead to a software 

product that satisfies its requirements and that can be easily modified as new requirements 

arise, while an inappropriate architecture can lead to cost over-runs and possibly project 

failure. Errors and changes of the architecture are the most expensive mistakes if they are 

discovered in later phases of software development. As architectural design plays a very 

important role in the software engineering process, it becomes increasingly important to 

support architectural description and analysis with appropriate tools and environments.  

Over the last ten years considerable research has been done in the field of software 

architecture. As a result, numerous architectural description languages (ADLs) have been 

developed; these include Aesop [DG95], Wright [AD97, MT97], ACME [DRD95], C2 

[MORJT96], Rapide [LAKVBM95, MT97], etc. However, research on ADLs is still 

primarily an academic endeavor. One of main reason is that each ADL just provides a 

specific set of capabilities for architectural design and analysis. None of the ADLs (and their 

affiliated toolset) are expressive enough to cover all the requirements that may be specified 

while developing a software system. For example, Aesop has a graphical editor [GAO94, 

MT97] that can be specialized with visualizations appropriate to different style. Wright 

[AD97, MT97] uses a variant of CSP to formalize the behavior of each components and 

connectors and provides capabilities for statically checking the consistency and completeness 

of the design. Rapide [LAKVBM95, MT97] describes an architecture as a composition of 

components. Component behavior is specified in terms of the way outgoing events are 

produced in response to incoming events. Rapide provides tools for analyzing the result of 

simulations.  
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Ideally, a software architect would like to have as many capabilities as possible in the ADL. 

Similarly, a software architect would like as much tool support as possible for that ADL. 

Thus, the designer may want to graphically specify the software architecture, analyze it 

statically for design errors, and then run a few simulations to understand the software's 

runtime behavior [GW99]. However, given the current situation, designers will have to use 

multiple ADLs and their associated tool-sets to accomplish this. Thus, they will have to use 

Aesop's graphic interface to draw the software architecture, use Wright's modeling and 

analysis tool-set [GW99, GRMW97] to analyze the architecture, and use Rapide's simulation 

facility to study sample execution traces. Clearly, the ADL-based technology will be more 

useful and powerful if architectural descriptions as well as the tools that have been developed 

for various ADLs can be shared. Unfortunately, there are lots of differences that exist among 

various ADLs: 

• There is no universally-accepted definition of software architecture, nor is there any 

universal standard [GRMW97, MT97]. Each ADL has a somewhat different 

conception of architectural structures. Different ADL use different notations to 

describe software structures.  

• There are some significant differences in the way ADLs specify architectural 

properties, For example, Wright uses CSP to formalize the behavior of connector, 

while Rapide uses POSETs to describe a similar behavior. We must deal with these 

gaps between ADLs in order to integrate them.  

Thus, to facilitate the task of specifying the architectures of a software system, we need a 

framework that will integrate various ADLs. The integration framework should be such that 

different parts of a design can be specified using different ADLs, yet the architect should be 
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able to reason about the whole design.  Additionally, the integration framework should also 

allow one ADL specification to be translated into another so that ADL specific tool-sets can 

be cross-used. Thus, an ideal integration framework should  

• allow us to reason over the whole architectural specification, even though it may have 

been written using multiple ADLs. 

• permit cross-use of ADL specific tool-sets.  

• allow ADLs to be quickly integrated as new ones are designed or as old ones evolve 

and are changed. 

In this chapter we describe a denotational semantics [DS86, DS96] based framework to 

integrate architecture description languages. The process of integration is divided into two 

phases. In the first phase, each ADL specification is semantically mapped to a set of relations 

which captures the architectural information inherent in the ADL specification.  This set of 

relations is represented as a database of predicates. In the second phase, we define a uniform 

query language (called ADLQL) to retrieve architectural information that is either explicitly 

or implicitly coded in the ADL specification, from this database of predicates. The retrieved 

information can be (optionally) output using the syntax of any ADL. The framework can be 

used in a number of ways: 

• Software architects can map their architectural specification to this database of 

predicates mentioned above, and then query it using ADLQL to understand the 

specification better, especially those aspects that are implicit in the design. Properties 

of the ADL specification that are of interest can also be verified in this manner. 
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• Different components of a large system can be specified using different ADLs by 

different architects. These multiple components can then be integrated using our 

framework, and various system properties queried and verified.  

• Software architects can specify the target language of the ADLQL query to be 

another target ADL, in effect, translating the specification written in the original ADL 

to the target ADL. Tools that have been developed for the target ADL can then be 

used to further analyze the original specification. The translation capability can also 

be used to cross-compare two or more architecture descriptions written in different 

ADLs. 

The cornerstone of our integration framework is denotational semantics and Horn clause 

logic (Horn logic for brevity). Essentially, the denotational semantics of an ADL, in terms of 

a database of predicates, is specified in Horn logic. If this semantics is executable, the 

denotation of a specification written in this ADL is also “executable”, and can be used to 

automatically infer the architectural information implied in that specification. Essentially, 

this semantic specification can be executed to map a software architecture to its 

corresponding database of predicates. This database of predicates itself is represented in 

Horn logic (pure Prolog) [SS94]. 

Recall that denotational semantics of a language consists of three components: syntax 

specification, semantic algebras, and valuation functions [DS86, DS96]. All three 

components can be specified in Horn logic [GG99]. The same approach is used to make 

ADLQL queries executable, i.e., denotational semantics of ADLQL is also specified in Horn 

logic. The denotation of an ADLQL query program can be obtained and is executable (this 

denotation is a query in Horn logic). 
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The main benefit of our Horn logic based approach is that the semantics of a given ADL as 

well as the semantics of ADLQL, both of which are executable, can be specified very 

quickly. For example, it took us only one man month to develop a semantic interpreter for 

ACME [GRMW97, GW99]. Likewise, the development of ADLQL and its semantic 

interpreter took an additional man month (note, however, the design of ADLQL is still 

evolving, however, these changes can be incorporated in its semantics very rapidly). Thus, 

new ADLs can be rapidly integrated into our framework. Additionally, as an ADL rapidly 

evolves, its implementation infrastructure can be developed rapidly at the same pace.  

The novel contribution of this paper is the use of a semantics based framework for 

integrating ADLs as well as a query language for querying architectural descriptions. Our 

framework also allows software architects to understand their design better and verify 

properties of their design by posing appropriate queries. The framework provides 

considerable flexibility as the query language is decoupled from any specific ADL, allowing 

components of a system to be specified in different ADLs. Thus, our whole integration 

framework is language independent. 

5.2 Semantics-based Approach to Integration 

5.2.1  A Framework for Integrating ADLs 

There are a number of approaches that can be adopted for integrating multiple ADLs and 

coping with the problem of language heterogeneity. These include: (i) select one of the 

languages, and translate specifications written in all other languages to this language; (ii) 

design a language that is a union of all the languages in consideration; (iii) design a language 

that is an intersection of all the languages in consideration. However, the above approaches 
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cannot effectively deal with integration of ADLs for obvious reasons (detailed discussion on 

this issue can be found elsewhere [GW99, GRMW97]).  

In our opinion, a better approach to integration is one in which each ADL is semantically 

mapped to a common executable format that is powerful enough to capture the semantics of 

all the ADLs. Translators can then be built from each ADL to this common format. In fact, 

these translators can be obtained with relative ease from the formal semantic description of 

the ADLs [GG99]. Indeed this is the approach we adopt. We select Horn clause logic (or 

pure Prolog) as the common executable format that captures the architectural information 

coded in the specification. Since Horn clause logic can be regarded as a Turing complete 

programming language [SS94], any ADL can be translated into it. The common executable 

format is based on a set of relations (represented as a database of predicates in the Horn logic 

notation). Thus, for each ADL that is to be integrated, we denotationally specify its semantics 

in terms of a database of predicates. These denotational definitions in turn are also coded in 

Horn logic. These denotational definitions are executable themselves and thus serve as 

translators that automatically translate an ADL specification into a database of predicates. 

In our integration framework, the whole process is divided into two phases. We first design a 

semantic structure (in denotational semantics terminology, these are called semantic algebras 

[DS86, DS96]) that represents architectural information as a series of ground predicates 

(these predicates can be thought of as database records). Each ADL is denotationally mapped 

to this semantic structure. Secondly, we design a query language, called ADLQL that can be 

used to query the information coded in these predicates. The query processor, in fact, is also 

realized by using a denotational approach in which the denotational semantics of the query 

language is specified using Horn logic. The denotational semantics maps a query into a Horn 
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clause query, which can then be executed against the semantic description of an ADL using a 

logic programming interpreter.   

More concretely, consider a software architecture specification, S, written in an ADL, A. 

Consider an ADLQL query program, Q that queries this specification. Using the semantic 

specification of A, the denotations of S, say Ds, can be obtained. Using the semantic 

specification of ADLQL, the denotation of the Q, say Dq, can be obtained. Both Ds and Dq 

are represented in Horn logic. Thus, using a logic programming interpreter, the denotation 

Dq can be executed against the denotation Ds of the architectural specification to obtain the 

answers to the query Q.  

The denotational semantics of the ADLs as well as of ADLQL can be rapidly specified using 

our approach. This is due to the declarative nature of denotational semantics. For example, it 

took us less than 1 man month of work to specify the semantics of entire ACME. Thus, given 

the rapidity with which these executable semantic specifications can be developed, if a new 

ADL is designed, it can be quickly integrated. Likewise, if the design of an ADL evolves, the 

changes to the ADL can be quickly integrated. 

Note that some language specific information may be lost if a general semantic based 

approach is used. As an example consider the case of ACME which supports multiple 

inheritance, i.e., ACME allows an architectural component to inherit properties from multiple 

components. Thus, if we consider a Component C={Port p;} which inherits {Property 

number:int=5;} , then while semantically translating ACME to the database of predicates, 

the information about who inherited from whom will be lost. The database will, however, 

record the property for each component that inherits it, so the information recorded will be 

“computationally equivalent”. Therefore, internally the component will be translated as if the 
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property was defined within it:  Component C={Port p; Property number:int=5;} . Also, 

as noted earlier, some architectural information described by one ADL may not be 

expressible in another. For example, it is hard to express CSP part of Wright in Aesop. In our 

integration framework, such parts that do not have a counterpart in the target ADL are 

omitted from the output.  

The query language, ADLQL, has been designed with two purposes in mind. The first is to 

retrieve both extensional as well as intentional information from the semantics of an 

architectural specification. The second is to format the result of the query using the syntax of 

the ADL desired. This formatting facility can also be used to simply translate an architectural 

specification written in one ADL A1 to another ADL A2. Of course, translation of an A1 

specification to A2 specification is possible only if, semantically speaking, A1 is a subset of 

A2. Thus, ADLQL permits an architect to extract information of interest from a specification, 

and outputs the results in the syntax of another ADL. The output can then be fed to tools 

specific to the target ADL for further analysis. This approach is more flexible than the one 

where a literal translation of a specification written in one ADL to another one is done. 

The query language, ADL-QL that we have designed to extract architectural information 

from the documents is independent of any ADL. The use of a uniform query language for 

retrieving architectural information has the advantage that software architects don't have to 

be conscious of the syntax of original specification, information is retrieved from predicates 

that capture the semantics of the specification. Also, due to the decoupling between the query 

language and any specific ADL, the limitations of any specific ADL do not affect the 

information that can be inferred from an architectural description. 
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Figure 5.1. Semantics-based Framework for Integration of ADLs 
 

5.2.2 Horn Logical Denotational Semantics 

Denotational semantics of a language consists of three components: syntax specification, 

semantic algebras, and valuation functions [DS86, DS96, CG92, SS94]. The syntax 

specification of a language is usually given as a context free grammar. Semantic algebras are 

the basic domains along with associated operations. The meaning of a program is expressed 

in terms of these basic domains. Semantic valuation functions are mappings from syntax 

trees to corresponding semantic values in the semantic algebras.  

Traditionally syntax specification in denotational definitions has been given in the BNF 

format, while the semantic algebras and valuation functions are described in the λ-calculus. 

We use Horn clause logic (pure Prolog or logic programming) [SS94] instead for specifying 
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all three components [GG99]. The main advantage offered by logic programming is that even 

syntax can be expressed in it at a very high level, and a parser for the language is 

immediately obtained from the syntax specification. Generation of the syntax trees requires a 

trivial extension to the syntax specification. The semantic algebras and valuation functions 

are also expressed in Horn logic quite easily. All three components of the semantics are 

executable, and thus the Horn clause semantic description provides a complete interpreter for 

the language under consideration. 

Horn logical semantics also provides a formal basis for language translation. Essentially, the 

meaning of semantics of the language Ls can be given in terms of the constructs of the 

language Lt. This meaning consists of both syntax and semantic specifications. If these 

syntax and semantics specifications are executable, then the specification itself acts as a 

translation system, providing a provably correct translator. The task of specifying the filter 

from Ls to Lt consists of specifying the DCG for Ls and Lt and the appropriate valuation 

predicates which essentially map parse tree patterns of Ls to parse tree patterns of Lt. Let 

Ps(Ss,Ts) to be the top level predicates for the DCG of Ls that take a sentence Ss of Ls, parse 

it and produces the parse tree Ts for it. Let Pt(St,Tt) be the top level predicate for the DCG of 

Lt that takes a sentence St of Lt, parse it and produces the parse tree Tt for it. Let Mst(Ts,Tt) 

be the top level valuation predicate that relates parse trees of Ls and Lt. Then the relation 

 

Translate(Ss,St):-Ps(Ss,Ts),Mst(Ts,Tt),Pt(St,Tt). 

 

Declaratively specifies the equivalence of the source and target sentence under the semantics 

mapping given. The translate predicate can be used for obtaining St given Ss(and vice versa).  
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In our Framework, we need not directly translate one ADL to another ADL. We introduce an 

intermediate structure -- internal database. For any ADL, we first transfer architecture 

information into internal database. Then the user uses query language to retrieve information 

from internal database. Finally, we transfer the result information into certain ADL format. 

The predicate of Query(Qc) means there is a query Q and the output format is Lt. The task of 

query Qc consists of specifying the DCG for Lq and Lt, retrieving information and the 

appropriate valuation predicates which essentially map result to parse tree patterns of Lt. Let 

Pq(Qt,Tq) be the top level predicates for the DCG of query language with a sentence Qq of 

Lq, parse it and produce the parse tree Tq. Let Retrieve(Tq,Ri) be the top level predicate for 

retrieving information from internal database and produce the result information Ri. Let 

Mit(Ri,Tt) be the top level valuation predicate that map result information from internal 

database to Lt. Let Pt(Rt,Tt) be the top level predicate for the DCG of Lt that takes a sentence 

Rt of Lt, parse it and produces the parse tree Tt for it. The top level query predicate changes 

to the following form: 

 

Query(Qq,Rt):-Pq(Qq,Tq),Retrieve(Tq,Ri),Mit(Ri,Tt), Pt(Rt,Tt). 

5.3 Internal Expression of Architecture Information 

In order to explain more detail about internal database structure, we first introduce a very 

simple example. This example describes a simple client/server structure [GW99]. In this 

structure, ADL defines two components, client and sever. They are connected by one 

connector, rpc. You can find the complete example in ACME [GRMW97] paper. 
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Figure 5.2. A Simple Client/Server Structure in ACME 
 

The internal database is used to record architectural information which is described by ADLs. 

We create the structure of database considered two points. The first is that information must 

System simple_cs =  
{ 

Component client =  
{ 

Port send-request; 
Properties  
{ 
  request-rate:float = 17.0; 

source-code:external-file = 'Code-Lib/client.c' 
} 

} 
Component server =  
{ 

Port send-request; 
Properties 
{ 

idempotence:boolean = true; 
max-concurrent-clients:integer = 1; 
source-code:external-file = 'Code-Lib/server.c’ 

} 
} 
Connector rpc =  
{ 

Role caller; 
Role callee; 
Properties  
{ 

synchronous:boolean = true; 
max-roles:integer = 2; 

   protocol:Wright = 'omit' 
} 

} 
Attachments  
{ 

client.send-request to rpc.caller; 
server.receive-request to rpc.callee 

} 
} 
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be stored in small pieces of information in order to integrate more ADLs. The second is to 

keep the semantics first-order. It is not simply because we are interested in using horn logic 

programming, but also because higher order logic quickly becomes intractable and 

inefficient. Therefore, we represent ADL document as a set of relations. Different 

architectural information has different relation name. For example, a whole system is 

described by relation system. A relation system has three arguments. The first argument 

denotes the identifier of system or system name. It is a list of name. We use the first 

argument to identify the elements in database. The second argument indicates type of system. 

The last argument is used to point to a system body. Each system body has a unique identifier 

which is created by system. The system body is described by a relation called systemBody. 

There are three arguments. The first is identifier of system body. The second is type of body. 

The third is used to store which elements are contained in the system body. In this example, 

we can see there are four elements in the system body. They are client, server, rpc and 

attachment. In order to make the element name unique, we combine the upper level id and 

element itself to form a unique identifier for elements. Additional benefit is that we can find 

the relationship between elements using elements name. Here is the internal abstract 

expression for simple client server example. 
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Figure 5.3. An Internal Abstract Expression for Simple Client/Server Example 

acmeADL(acmeADL9, [none_import_define], [[simple_cs]]). 
system([simple_cs], [none_type_appoint], systemBody8). 
systemBody(systemBody8, [none_type_appoint],  
                     [[simple_cs, client], [simple_cs, server],  
                      [simple_cs, rpc], [simple_cs, attachment5]]). 
 
%define component 
component([simple_cs, client], [none_type_appoint], componentBody2). 
component([simple_cs, server], [none_type_appoint], componentBody3). 
componentBody(componentBody2, [none_type_appoint],  
                    [[simple_cs, client, 'send-request'],  [simple_cs, client, 'request-rate'],  
                     [simple_cs, client, 'source-code']]). 
componentBody(componentBody3, [none_type_appoint],  
                    [[simple_cs, server, 'receive-request'], [simple_cs, server, idempotence],  
                     [simple_cs, server, 'max-concurrent-clients'], [simple_cs, server, 'source-code']]). 
 
% define port 
port([simple_cs, client, 'send-request'], [none_type_appoint], [none_body_define]). 
port([simple_cs, server, 'receive-request'], [none_type_appoint], [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, client, 'request-rate'], float, 17.0, [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, client, 'source-code'],  
        'external-file', 'CODE-LIB/client.c', [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, server, idempotence], boolean, true, [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, server, 'max-concurrent-clients'], integer, 1, [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, server, 'source-code'], 'external-file',  
               'CODE-LIB/server.c', [none_body_define]). 
 
%define connector 
connector([simple_cs, rpc], [none_type_appoint], connectorBody4). 
connectorBody(connectorBody4, [[simple_cs, rpc, caller],  
               [simple_cs, rpc, callee], [[simple_cs, rpc, synchronous],  
               [simple_cs, rpc, 'max-roles'], [simple_cs, rpc, protocol]]). 
 
%define role 
role([simple_cs, rpc, caller], [none_type_appoint], [none_body_define]). 
role([simple_cs, rpc, callee], [none_type_appoint], [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, rpc, synchronous], boolean, true, [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, rpc, 'max-roles'], integer, 2, [none_body_define]). 
property([simple_cs, rpc, protocol], 'Wright', omit, [none_body_define]). 
 
%define attachment 
attachment([simple_cs, attachment5],  
               [none_binding_define], [attachBody6, attachBody7]). 
attachBody(attachBody6, ([client, 'send-request'],  
               [rpc, caller]), [none_property_define]). 
attachBody(attachBody7, ([server, 'receive-request'],  
               [rpc, callee]), [none_property_define]). 
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5.4 Definition of Query Language 

Software architecture descriptions are intended as models of systems at high levels of 

abstraction. They capture information about a system’s components and how those 

components are interconnected. Some software architectures also capture information about 

the possible states of components and about the component behaviors that involve 

component interaction at the architectural level. 

Retrieving formal architecture information from ADLs specifications allow one to reason 

about the correctness of software systems at a correspondingly high level of abstraction. 

Techniques have been developed for architecture analysis that can reveal such problems as 

potential deadlock and component mismatches. 

In the previous section, each ADL introduces some notations and builds analysis tools based 

on such notation. Therefore each ADL need to develop similar analysis tools. We present a 

query language for ADL, called ADL-QL. Therefore architect or analysis tools can use query 

language to obtain architecture information. It is independent of the notations of ADL. 

ADL-QL requires the following two features. First ADL-QL is declarative. Query users can 

just express what information is to be obtained. They need not to express how to retrieve 

information. It is easy to use and learn the ADL-QL. Second, query is based on zero or 

partial knowledge. It is unrealistic to assume the user has complete knowledge about the 

content and structure of software architecture. 

ADL Query language can do the following two tasks. First it can query architectural 

information from internal database. Second, it can format the query result according to user 

requirement. 
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There are two types of architecture information retrieved by the query language. The first is 

basic information about software architecture. For example, what components are included in 

current system? What properties the components have? The second is the structure 

information of software system. For example, the two components are connected or not, the 

relationship between two components and so on. 

We found that there are lots of applications which can be built based on ADL-QL. Here we 

list some of them. 

1. As we know that the architecture information of large scale software system is huge and 

complex, it is hard to understand and analyze. In order to easily understand and analyze 

architecture information, architect often uses two approaches to observe and analyze one 

complex system. The first approach uses several views to observer and analysis one complex 

system [IEEE00]. The second approach is to focus one small part of system or sub-system.  

ADL-QL can help architect to reach this goal. Architect can write ADL-QL to retrieve some 

part of architectural information from the whole architectural specification. Based on our 

framework, architect can use different ADLS to watch different view. 

2. Architect uses formal language to describe architecture information. One of main goal is to 

make sure that the target software architecture satisfies with certain architectural constrains 

or qualities requirements [LBEJ00]. For example, the target architecture is star structure or 

client/server structure. ADL-QL can help architect to verify some important properties of 

software architecture. 

3. Software architecture descriptions are intended as models of systems at high levels of 

abstraction. They capture information about a system’s components and how these 

components are interconnected. Some software architectures also capture information about 
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the possible states of components and about the component behaviors that involve 

component interaction; behaviors and data manipulations internal to a component are 

typically not considered at the architectural level. We can analyze these relationships using 

ADL-QL. For example, temporal relationship-- The behavior of one component precedes or 

follows the behavior of another component. State-based relationship-- The behavior cannot 

happen unless the system, or some part of the system, is in a specified state. Causal 

relationship-- The behavior of one component implies the behavior of another component.  

The semantics of ADL can be expressed in Horn logic, using the approach described above. 

An ADL-QL is like this: 

 

Figure 5.4. ADL-QL 
 

where SELECT clause indicates what type of architectural information is to be retrieved. At 

present there are eleven predefined types of information. They are system information, 

component information, connector information, role information, port information, property 

information, attachment information, path information, contain information, substitution 

information and connect information. The FROM clause denotes the internal database 

sources to be queried. The WHERE clause indicates the constraints that the result 

architectural information need to satisfy. The CONSTRUCT clause defines what format is 

applied for result information. Currently, we just support ACME and ADML format. ADML 

SELECT ArchitectureExpression 

FROM ADL_DOCUMENT 

WHERE WhereClauseExpression 

CONSTRUCT OutputFormat 

USING NameSpace  
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[OG00] is an XML representation for ACME by the Microelectronics and Computer 

Technology Corporation (MCC). Finally, the USING clause declares the name space that 

will be used.  

ADL-QL queries are also converted to Horn Logic queries, using the same method as before. 

A syntax specification for ADL-QL as a DCG is developed.  The semantics of ADL-QL as a 

mapping from parse trees to logic programming facts and queries is also specified. Given an 

ADL-QL query, its denotation can be viewed as a query coded in logic programming. The 

logic programming coded query can be executed on top of logic programming coded 

database.  

5.5 An Interpreter for ADLs to Build Internal Abstract Expression 

In order to build an internal abstract expression, we need to write an interpreter for each 

ADL. As described in previous, there are three components in the implementation of an 

interpreter for an ADL. First task is to build a parse tree. The parsing procedure is the first 

step in implementation of a language interpreter based on denotational semantics approach. 

The goal of the parsing procedure is to make explicit the hierarchical structure of the input by 

identifying which parts should be grouped together. The syntactic specification must tell us 

what hierarchical structure each source code has. Second is to define the semantic algebra. 

Here the semantic algebra consists of a store domain-internal database and operations used 

for creating internal database. Third is to define valuate predicate to map from syntactic 

structures and a global state to a domains that are used to store architectural information.  
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5.5.1 Build Parse Tree 

The syntax of DCG allows context free grammars to be easily expressed in Prolog. The 

grammar specification automatically acts as a parser after adding one argument to store 

parser tree. Given the grammar of ADL, the DCG parser builds parse trees for input file. 

Each node of the parse tree forms the root of a sub tree corresponding to the ADL syntax for 

that portion of the specification. When transforming BNF grammar into DCG grammar, 

sometimes we need to make simple changes to the original syntax to remove left-recursion. 

The following examples illustrate some rules from ACME and their corresponding DCG 

rules. For example, ACME system Declaration BNF Grammar rule: 

SystemDeclaration ::= <SYSTEM> <IDENTIFIER>  

     ( ":" lookup_SystemTypeByName ( "," lookup_SystemTypeByName )* )?  

     ( "=" SystemBody ( ";" )? | ";" ) 

Change to  

SystemDeclaration ::= <SYSTEM> <IDENTIFIER> 

    lookup_SystemTypeByName_option "=" SystemBody ( ";" ) ? 

SystemDeclaration ::= <SYSTEM> <IDENTIFIER>   

    lookup_SystemTypeByName_option ";"  

DCG Rules: 

systemDeclaration(systemArch(ID,TypeList,Body)) -->  

    ['System'],id(ID),lookup_systemTypeByName_list_option(TypeList), 

    ['='],systemBody(Body),semicolon. 

systemDeclaration(systemArch(ID,TypeList)) -->  

    ['System'],id(ID), 
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    lookup_systemTypeByName_list_option(TypeList),[';'].  

The above BNF grammar rule states that a system declaration of ACME consists of the key 

word "SYSTEM" followed by an identifier, and then followed by a one or more type name 

list which denote types of the current system, and finally followed by a more detail 

information about system body or terminating with semicolon. We first make little changes 

to the BNF grammar. Then it is easy to rewrite rules with DCG. 

5.5.2 Define Semantic algebra for ADLs 

In our approach, the semantic algebra consists of two basic domains. One is global store 

domain, realized as an association list of the form [(Id,Value),…] with operations for 

initialization, accessing, updating the store. The second is internal database domain which is 

used to store architectural information. It consists of system, component, connector and so 

on. We also define relative accessing and updating operation for database domain. Logic 

program can support global data structures through their database facility. It is easy to model 

the database as a collection of dynamic facts manipulated using assert and retract. 

5.5.3 Mapping Semantics 

After obtaining the parse tree, we need to define a set of valuation predicates. The result of 

program is obtained by using the semantic mapping function in logic programming to 

transfer the syntactic tree of ADL to a set of Prolog relation facts. The general structure of 

evaluation predicate at least consists of four arguments. The first argument is used to express 

the subtree of parse tree. The second argument is used to return an identifier of current 

evaluation element. The third is used to express the current global memory. The fourth 

argument is used to refer to the new global memory after computing the valuation predicate.  
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The following example illustrates fragments of rules used to map system declaration into a 

relation of system which store in the global database. The rules essentially compute parse 

tree to generate the Prolog fact database.   

systemDeclaration_eval(systemArch(ID,TypeList,Body),SystemID,Store,NS)  

    :- name_space_push(ID,Store,NS1), 

    lookup_systemTypeByName_list_option_eval(TypeList,NameList,NS1,NS2), 

    systemBody_eval(Body,BodyID,NS2,NS3),name_space_pop(NS3,NS4), 

    create_systemDecl(ID,NameList,BodyID,SystemID,NS4,NS). 

systemDeclaration_eval(systemArch(ID,TypeList),SystemID,Store,NS):-  

    name_space_push(ID,Store,NS1),  

    lookup_systemTypeByName_list_option_eval(TypeList,NameList,NS1,NS2), 

   name_space_pop(NS2,NS3), 

   create_systemDecl(ID,NameList,[],SystemID,NS3,NS). 

In the first evaluation predicate, the value of systemArch(ID,TypeList,Body) denotes a parse 

tree. It consists of three parts. The first part is identifier of system. The second part is a list of 

type name. The third part contains the detailed information of system body. We use two 

evaluation predicates to obtain the list of type name and a unique identifier for system body. 

Then create a new Prolog facts system(ID,TypeList,BodyID). Here we also use two other 

predicates: name_space_push and name_space_pop. In order to keep the identifier of 

elements unique, we need to remember the upper level element identifier. The lower 

elements identifier consists of an upper level identifier and identifier of itself. For example, 

one system element called "A" contains one component element called "B". Then the 

identifier of that component will be [A,B]. Therefore the predicate of name_space_push is 
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to push a new identifier into a global variable called "NameSpace" and name_space_pop is 

used to remove the end identifier from "NameSpace". The second evaluation predicate has 

similar semantics except no detailed information about system body.  

5.6 An interpreter for Query Language and Format result information 

We can use the same approach to deal with query language to retrieve architectural 

information from internal database. If the query language is simple and has a fix pattern, then 

we can convert query language to Horn Logic queries. But here the query language is little 

complex. Therefore it is hard to be converted to horn logic query. We need to write an 

interpreter for the query language. The procedure is similar to the above description. First we 

need to write DCG grammar to parse the query language according to the grammar of the 

query language in BNF. For example, the top level DCG grammar looks as following: 

 

 Figure 5.5. Top Level DCG Rule for ADL-QL 
 

Then we write a set of evaluation predicates to retrieve architectural information from 

database. The evaluation predicate first searches all elements which satisfy with architectural 

expression from database. Then interpreter will compute where clause to erase some 

elements which can not make where clause true. Finally we format the result information 

adlQuery(query(Expr,From,Where,Format,NameSpace))--> 

    ['SELECT'],architectureExpression(Expr), 

    ['FROM'],adl_document(From), 

    ['WHERE'],whereClauseExpression(Where), 

    ['CONSTRUCT'],outputFormat(Format), 

    ['USING],name_space(NameSpace). 
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according to construct clause requirement. Here is the top level predicate of evaluation for 

query language. 

 

Figure 5.6. The Top Level Evaluation for ADL-QL 
 

5.7 Four simple Examples of Query Language 

Example 1: Consider a very simple query first where we are interested in simply retrieving 

some architectural information from the example architectural specification.  

SELECT component(?ComponentName) 

FROM    system(simple_cs)     

WHERE (?ComponentName = client). 

CONSTRUCT ADML 

The semantic interpreter of ADLQL will map this query to a Horn logic query, which when 

run against the property predicate produced by the semantic interpreter of ACME for the 

simple_cs specification will produce the result shown below: 

<AcmeComponentDeclaration id = 'client'> 

<AcmeComponentDescription> 

<AcmePort id = 'send-request'> 

adlQuery_eval(query(Expr,From,Where,Format,NameSpace),NS):- 

    initialize_store(Store),name_space_eval(NameSpace,Store,NS1), 

    adl_document_eval(From,NS1,NS2), 

    architectureExpression_eval(Expr, NS2,NS3), 

    select_whereClauseExpression(Where,NS3,NS4), 

    outputFormat_eval(Format, NS4,NS).  
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</AcmePort> 

<AcmeProperties> 

    <AcmeProperty id = 'request-rate' type = 'float'>17.0 

    </AcmeProperty> 

                <AcmeProperty id = 'source-code'  type = 'external-file'> 

                'Code-Lib/client.c' 

                </AcmeProperty> 

            </AcmeProperties> 

    </AcmeComponentDescription>  

</AcmeComponentDeclaration> 

 

Example 2: What elements are contained in an architecture element? contain(A,B) means an 

architectural element "A" contains architectural elements "B". 

SELECT contain(server, ?List) 

FROM system (simple_cs) 

WHERE true    

CONSTRUCT ACME 

Show all elements contain in component "server". 

Port send-request; 

Properties {idempotence:boolean = true;} 

            Properties {max-concurrent-clients:integer = 1;} 

Properties {source-code:external-file = 'Code-Lib/server.c'} 
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Example 3: Here we illustrate how ADLQL can be used to query structural information 

implicit in a specification. Consider a system with a client-server architecture; the following 

is an example of a query that checks if the server connects to multiple clients with a star like 

configuration (with the server at the center). 

SELECT component(?Server) 

FROM example3 

WHERE (forall ?Client in System.components |  

                exist  ?Server in System.components |  

                connected(?Server,?Client)) 

CONSTRUCT ADML 

forall and exist denote universal and existential quantification respectively. The predicate of 

connected(C1,C2) denotes that the component C1 is directly connected to component C2 by 

a connector. The output of the query will be the ADML formatted definition of the server 

component that satisfies this structure. If no such server exists, the query will report a failure. 

 

Example 4: Similarly, we can check if one component in the architecture is reachable from 

another component. Consider the architecture of a compiler that consists of five pipelined 

components: lexical analyzer, parser, semantic analyzer, optimizer and code generator. The 

query below can be used to check if there is a direct or an indirect path from the component 

lex component to component codegen via connectors: 

SELECT path(?C1,?C2,?Path) 

FROM example2 

WHERE ?C1= lex and ?C2=codegen and reachable(?C1,?C2,?Path) 
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CONSTRUCT ADML 

The constraint reachable(C1,C2,Path) holds if there exists a direct or indirect connection 

between components C1 and C2. A list of intervening components between the components 

lex and codegen will be output. 

From the above examples, one can find the utility of ADLQL. Once an architecture has been 

specified, the software architect can query the design in all sorts of ways to confirm the 

structural integrity of the design. 

5.8 Related Work 

Similar work is done by ACME [GRMW97, GW99] which is an interchange ADL developed 

by CMU.  ACME provides a simple structural framework for representing architectures, 

together with a liberal annotation mechanism. ACME does not impose any semantic 

interpretation of an architectural description, but simply provides a syntactic structure on 

which to hang semantic descriptions, which can then be interpreted by tools.  

ToolSetToolSet1 ToolSet2 ToolSet3

ADL1 ADL2 ADL3 ADL

ACME Representations

ACME

ToolSet

 

Figure 5.7. ACME Integration Framework 
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An architectural design is shared among several ADLS by first translating the design into an 

ACME representation. This representation can be read by other ADLs that understand 

ACME, or it can be manipulated by tools that operate on ACME directly. The main benefit 

of ACME is that it defines an intermediate language. Due to open semantic framework, 

ACME can represent more general architecture information compared to previous ADLs. But 

ACME has a big problem that it only integrates compatible ADLs. Therefore it is hard to 

integrate new developing ADL.  

Comparing our method with ACME, there are three differences:  

1, ACME defines an interchange ADL. We define an intermediate structure-internal 

architectural database. Because our data structure need not to be compatible with other ADL 

syntax. Therefore it can be used to represent more ADLs. 

2, ACME tries to translate the whole ADL file between two or more ADLs. We just transfer 

the result information of query. It is easy to implement subset language translation. 

3, Use uniform query language to retrieve architectural information. There are two different 

tasks. ADL is used to represent structure of software system. Query language is used to 

retrieve the information. We use two different languages to describe different tasks. 

Another similar work in this area includes research work on developing XML syntax for 

ADL (xADL) [EAHR01, EAH01, EAH02, EMD01]. This work is done by University of 

California at Irvine. They developed an ADL-neutral interchange format called Extensible 

Architecture Description Language (xADL) [RMPNR01]. xADL is designed as a shared 

language for representing a variety of possible ADLs. xADL can be customized to different 

style ADL. In the case study of their work, they customized xADL to C2 [MORJT96] style. 

They have adopted XML as key technology for enabling architecture centric tool integration 
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in the ArchStudio 2.0 IDE which is used to support the development of C2 style software. 

XML technology just provides a standard format to express architecture information. That 

means it just gives syntax. There is no semantics for notations. XML technology can not 

directly support to analysis ADLs [SDWT00]. 

5.9 Conclusions 

We propose a new integration framework to integrate different kinds of ADLs. Under this 

framework we can integrate more ADLs than intermediate ADL approach. Software designer 

and analysis tools can use uniform query language to retrieve architectural information from 

architectural descriptions written in different ADLs. We do not try to write a whole translator 

among different ADLs. We just transfer subset of ADL. 

Second, interpreters and toolsets for ADLs can be developed extremely quickly. Thus, as an 

ADL rapidly evolves, its implementation infrastructure can be developed at the same pace. 

Third, an architecture description written in one ADL can be readily translated into another 

ADL due to the use of Horn clause logic for coding their semantics. 

Then we present a semantic method to implement this framework. We demonstrate our 

approach by developing the Horn logical semantics for ACME, ADML and query language. 

Interpreters and toolsets for ADLs can be developed extremely quickly. Thus, as an ADL 

rapidly evolves, its implementation infrastructure can be developed at the same pace. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 
 

6.1 Contributions 

In this thesis we considered Horn logical denotational semantics and demonstrated its 

usefulness. We showed Horn logical denotational semantics can be employed to develop 

software in a more robust manner. Our work makes a number of contributions: 

• A framework of developing implementation infrastructure of Domain Specific 

Languages: Domain Specific Languages are high level languages designed for 

solving problems in a particular domain. However, designing a domain specific 

language is a difficult task. A significant amount of infrastructure is needed to help 

language designers develop a DSL. We show how interpreters/compilers as well as 

debuggers and profilers for DSLs can be rapidly developed using the Horn logical 

semantics framework.  

• Provably correct target code generation: Ensuring the correctness of the compilation 

process is an important consideration in construction of reliable software. In my 

thesis I have developed an approach for generating code for imperative languages in a 

provably correct manner based on partial evaluation and Horn logical semantics. Our 

approach has been used to develop a provably correct code generator for SCR, a 

language developed at Naval Research Labs for specifying safety critical systems. 
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The provably correct code generator performs better than other code generators that 

have been developed. 

• Using Horn clause logic to express continuation semantics: The direct semantics style 

of denotational semantics is simpler and easier to use than the continuation semantics 

style. Unfortunately the former cannot model exception mechanisms and sequencers 

of imperative programming languages. To express such constructs naturally, one has 

to resort to continuation semantics. Most researchers use λ-calculus to express 

continuation semantics. Here we show how Horn logical semantics can be adapted for 

expressing continuation-style semantics. We also illustrate how---in conjunction with 

partial evaluation---efficient code can be generated even in the presence of 

unstructured control constructs such as a goto. 

• Fast Parsing with Two Phase DCGs: Due to extensive use of backtracking, traditional 

DCG parsers are unable to (i) perform error reporting and recovery, and (ii) produce 

good performance.  We developed a two phases parsing process that provides a 

general solution to both these problems.  The two phases parsing process was tried on 

real applications: (a) for parsing TSL, the test-scripting domain specific language 

developed by Mercury/Hewlett Packard, and (b) Nemeth Braille Math code, a Latex 

like domain specific language used by blind individuals to write mathematics.  

• Semantics based approach to integrating ADLs (Architecture Description 

Languages): There are numerous ADLs developed in the last two decades. An ADL 

based approach will be more useful and powerful if ADLs can share architectural 

descriptions and if their analysis tools can be integrated. We proposed a semantics-
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based approach to integrating ADLs. A general, abstract executable form is 

developed for representing architectural information expressed in ADLs. 

• A uniform query language for retrieving and processing proper architectural 

properties: We developed the preliminary design of a uniform query language for 

retrieving architectural information from architectural specifications. The query 

language can also be used to check for desired properties that an architectural 

description should satisfy. The query language is implemented using our semantics-

based approach: a query is evaluated by considering its executable semantics in 

conjunction with the executable semantics of the architectural specification. The 

semantics is expressed using Horn clause logic. Software designer and analysis tools 

can use this uniform query language to retrieve and process architectural information 

from architectural descriptions written in different ADLs.   

6.2 Conclusion and Future work 

It is not easy to develop high quality software. In this dissertation we studied semantics-

based approaches to process formal languages with a view to making software development 

process more robust. We showed how a semantics-based approach can be used to rapidly 

implement DSLs. We also showed how compiled code can be generated in a provably-

correct manner using a semantics-based approach. We showed how continuation-style 

semantics can be developed for Horn-logical denotational semantics and applied to 

generating efficient code for unstructured control constructs in a provably correct manner.  

We also showed, in the context of architectural description languages, how multiple 

languages designed for the same domain can be integrated together. 
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There are several interesting research directions for the further study. The first direction is to 

integrate more ADLs into our current framework to support more description capability. The 

second direction is to define a more powerful query language to retrieve information from 

multiple architectural specifications. The third is to define a complete ontology for software 

architectures and use the ontology as the basis for integrating architecture description 

languages. Future work also includes developing a general framework and tools for software 

interoperability, as we believe that the problem of software interoperability can be solved by 

language-centric and semantics-based approaches. 
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APPENDIX I 

SCR SOURCE CODE OF SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM 
 
 
spec Safety_Injection_System 
type definitions 
  ySwitch: enum in {Off, On}; 
  type_mcPressure: enum in {TooLow, Permitted, 
High}; 
  yWPres: integer in [0, 2000]; 
constant definitions 
  Low=900:integer; 
  Permit=1000:integer; 
monitored variables 
  mWaterPres: yWPres, initially 0; 
  mBlock, mReset: ySwitch, initially Off; 
controlled variables 
  cSafety_Injection: ySwitch, initially On; 
term variables 
  tOverridden: boolean, initially false; 
mode classes 
  mcPressure:  type_mcPressure, initially TooLow; 
assumptions 
   A1: (mWaterPres' >= mWaterPres AND mWaterPres' 
-  mWaterPres <=10) OR 
       (mWaterPres' < mWaterPres AND mWaterPres - 
mWaterPres' <= 10) 
function definitions 
var mcPressure := 
  case mcPressure 
    [] TooLow 
      ev 
       [] @T(mWaterPres >= Low) -> Permitted 
      ve 
    [] Permitted 
      ev 
       [] @T(mWaterPres >= Permit) -> High 
       [] @T(mWaterPres <  Low) -> TooLow 
      ve 
    [] High 
      ev 
       [] @T(mWaterPres < Permit) -> Permitted 
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      ve 
  esac 
var tOverridden  := 
   ev 
    [] @T(mBlock=On) WHEN mReset=Off 
          AND NOT ( mcPressure = High) -> true 
    [] @T(mReset=On) WHEN NOT ( mcPressure = High)  
          OR @T(mcPressure = High)  
          OR @T(NOT (mcPressure = High) ) -> false 
   ve 
var cSafety_Injection == 
   case mcPressure 
     [] TooLow 
       if 
         [] tOverridden -> Off 
         [] NOT tOverridden -> On 
       fi 
     [] Permitted, High 
       if 
        []  true -> Off 
        []  false -> On 
       fi 
      esac
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APPENDIX II 

GENERATED CODE OF SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM 
 
 
interpreter(A, B) :- 
        interpreter1(A, B). 
interpreter1(A, _) :- 
        initialize_store, 
        set('Low', 900), 
        set(prime_Low, 900), 
        set('Permit', 1000), 
        set(prime_Permit, 1000), 
        set(mWaterPres, 0), 
        set(prime_mWaterPres, 0), 
        set(mReset, 'Off'), 
        set(prime_mReset, 'Off'), 
        set(mBlock, 'Off'), 
        set(prime_mBlock, 'Off'), 
        set(cSafety_Injection, 'On'), 
        set(prime_cSafety_Injection, 'On'), 
        set(tOverridden, false), 
        set(prime_tOverridden, false), 
        set(mcPressure, 'TooLow'), 
        set(prime_mcPressure, 'TooLow'), 
        readInputVar(A), 
        access(prime_mWaterPres, B), 
        access(mWaterPres, C), 
        (   C=<B -> 
            D=true 
        ;   D=false 
        ), 
        access(prime_mWaterPres, E), 
        access(mWaterPres, F), 
        G is E-F, 
        (   10<G -> 
            H=false 
        ;   H=true 
        ), 
        (   D==true, 
            H==true -> 
            I=true 
        ;   I=false 
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        ), 
        access(prime_mWaterPres, J), 
        access(mWaterPres, K), 
        (   J<K -> 
            L=true 
        ;   L=false 
        ), 
        access(mWaterPres, M), 
        access(prime_mWaterPres, N), 
        O is M-N, 
        (   10<O -> 
            P=false 
        ;   P=true 
        ), 
        (   L==true, 
            P==true -> 
            Q=true 
        ;   Q=false 
        ), 
        (   I==false, 
            Q==false -> 
            R=false 
        ;   R=true 
        ), 
        set('A1', R), 
        access(mcPressure, S), 
        (   S='TooLow' -> 
            access(prime_mWaterPres, T), 
            access(prime_Low, U), 
            (   U=<T -> 
                V=true 
            ;   V=false 
            ), 
            access(mWaterPres, W), 
            access('Low', X), 
            (   X=<W -> 
                Y=true 
            ;   Y=false 
            ), 
            (   Y==false, 
                V==true -> 
                Z=true 
            ;   Z=false 
            ), 
            (   Z==true -> 
                A1='Permitted' 
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            ;   A1=none 
            ) 
        ;   A1=none 
        ), 
        (   A1==none -> 
            (   S='Permitted' -> 
                access(prime_mWaterPres, B1), 
                access(prime_Permit, C1), 
                (   C1=<B1 -> 
                    D1=true 
                ;   D1=false 
                ), 
                access(mWaterPres, E1), 
                access('Permit', F1), 
                (   F1=<E1 -> 
                    G1=true 
                ;   G1=false 
                ), 
                (   G1==false, 
                    D1==true -> 
                    H1=true 
                ;   H1=false 
                ), 
                (   H1==true -> 
                    I1='High' 
                ;   I1=none 
                ), 
                (   I1==none -> 
                    access(prime_mWaterPres, J1), 
                    access(prime_Low, K1), 
                    (   J1<K1 -> 
                        L1=true 
                    ;   L1=false 
                    ), 
                    access(mWaterPres, M1), 
                    access('Low', N1), 
                    (   M1<N1 -> 
                        O1=true 
                    ;   O1=false 
                    ), 
                    (   O1==false, 
                        L1==true -> 
                        P1=true 
                    ;   P1=false 
                    ), 
                    (   P1==true -> 
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                        Q1='TooLow' 
                    ;   Q1=none 
                    ) 
                ;   Q1=I1 
                ) 
            ;   Q1=none 
            ), 
            (   Q1==none -> 
                (   S='High' -> 
                    access(prime_mWaterPres, R1), 
                    access(prime_Permit, S1), 
                    (   R1<S1 -> 
                        T1=true 
                    ;   T1=false 
                    ), 
                    access(mWaterPres, U1), 
                    access('Permit', V1), 
                    (   U1<V1 -> 
                        W1=true 
                    ;   W1=false 
                    ), 
                    (   W1==false, 
                        T1==true -> 
                        X1=true 
                    ;   X1=false 
                    ), 
                    (   X1==true -> 
                        Y1='Permitted' 
                    ;   Y1=none 
                    ) 
                ;   Y1=none 
                ) 
            ;   Y1=Q1 
            ) 
        ;   Y1=A1 
        ), 
        (   Y1==none -> 
            access(mcPressure, Z1), 
            update(prime_mcPressure, Z1) 
        ;   update(prime_mcPressure, Y1) 
        ), 
        access(prime_mBlock, A2), 
        (   A2=='On' -> 
            B2=true 
        ;   B2=false 
        ), 
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        access(mBlock, C2), 
        (   C2=='On' -> 
            D2=true 
        ;   D2=false 
        ), 
        (   D2==false, 
            B2==true -> 
            E2=true 
        ;   E2=false 
        ), 
        access(prime_mReset, F2), 
        (   F2=='Off' -> 
            G2=true 
        ;   G2=false 
        ), 
        access(prime_mcPressure, H2), 
        (   H2=='High' -> 
            I2=true 
        ;   I2=false 
        ), 
        (   I2==true -> 
            J2=false 
        ;   J2=true 
        ), 
        (   G2==true, 
            J2==true -> 
            K2=true 
        ;   K2=false 
        ), 
        (   E2==true, 
            K2==true -> 
            L2=true 
        ;   L2=false 
        ), 
        (   L2==true -> 
            M2=true 
        ;   M2=none 
        ), 
        (   M2==none -> 
            access(prime_mReset, N2), 
            (   N2=='On' -> 
                O2=true 
            ;   O2=false 
            ), 
            access(mReset, P2), 
            (   P2=='On' -> 
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                Q2=true 
            ;   Q2=false 
            ), 
            (   Q2==false, 
                O2==true -> 
                R2=true 
            ;   R2=false 
            ), 
            access(prime_mcPressure, S2), 
            (   S2=='High' -> 
                T2=true 
            ;   T2=false 
            ), 
            (   T2==true -> 
                U2=false 
            ;   U2=true 
            ), 
            (   R2==true, 
                U2==true -> 
                V2=true 
            ;   V2=false 
            ), 
            access(prime_mcPressure, W2), 
            (   W2=='High' -> 
                X2=true 
            ;   X2=false 
            ), 
            access(mcPressure, Y2), 
            (   Y2=='High' -> 
                Z2=true 
            ;   Z2=false 
            ), 
            (   Z2==false, 
                X2==true -> 
                A3=true 
            ;   A3=false 
            ), 
            access(prime_mcPressure, B3), 
            (   B3=='High' -> 
                C3=true 
            ;   C3=false 
            ), 
            (   C3==true -> 
                D3=false 
            ;   D3=true 
            ), 
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            access(mcPressure, E3), 
            (   E3=='High' -> 
                F3=true 
            ;   F3=false 
            ), 
            (   F3==true -> 
                G3=false 
            ;   G3=true 
            ), 
            (   G3==false, 
                D3==true -> 
                H3=true 
            ;   H3=false 
            ), 
            (   A3==false, 
                H3==false -> 
                I3=false 
            ;   I3=true 
            ), 
            (   V2==false, 
                I3==false -> 
                J3=false 
            ;   J3=true 
            ), 
            (   J3==true -> 
                K3=false 
            ;   K3=none 
            ) 
        ;   K3=M2 
        ), 
        (   K3==none -> 
            access(tOverridden, L3), 
            update(prime_tOverridden, L3) 
        ;   update(prime_tOverridden, K3) 
        ), 
        access(mcPressure, M3), 
        (   M3='TooLow' -> 
            access(prime_tOverridden, N3), 
            (   N3==true -> 
                O3='Off' 
            ;   O3=none 
            ), 
            (   O3==none -> 
                access(prime_tOverridden, P3), 
                (   P3==true -> 
                    Q3=false 
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                ;   Q3=true 
                ), 
                (   Q3==true -> 
                    R3='On' 
                ;   R3=none 
                ) 
            ;   R3=O3 
            ) 
        ;   R3=none 
        ), 
        (   R3==none -> 
            (   M3='High' -> 
                S3='Off' 
            ;   M3='Permitted' -> 
                S3='Off' 
            ;   S3=none 
            ) 
        ;   S3=R3 
        ), 
        (   S3==none -> 
            access(cSafety_Injection, T3), 
            update(prime_cSafety_Injection, T3) 
        ;   update(prime_cSafety_Injection, S3) 
        ).
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APPENDIX III 

BNF for SCR 
 
 
spec ::= "spec" id  
    type_defs constant_defs  
    var_declarations assumptions  
    function_defs 
type_defs ::= "type" "definitions" (id ":" ud_type ";")* 
ud_type   ::=  "integer" "in" "[" sint "," sint "]"  
     | "enum"   "in" "{" id ("," id)* "}" 
type      ::=  id | built_in_type 
constant_defs ::= "constant" "definitions" (id "=" expr ":" type ";")* 
var_declarations ::=  "monitored" "variables" (var_decls ";")* 
     "controlled" "variables" (var_decls ";")* 
     "term" "variables" (var_decls ";")* 
     "mode" "classes" (var_decls ";")* 
var_decls  ::=  id ("," id)* ":" type "," "initially" init_val 
init_val   ::=  expr | "-" 
assumptions ::= "assumptions" (id ": " predicate)* 
predicate   ::=  event |bool_expr_prime 
     | predicate logical_op predicate | "(" predicate ")" 
function_defs ::= "function" "definitions" (funct_def)* 
funct_def     ::= "var" id ("==" cond_tab | ":=" event_tab) 
cond_tab ::=  case_if   | if_stmt 
case_if  ::= "case" id (case_branch_if)+ "esac" 
case_branch_if ::= "[]" id ("," id)* if_stmt  
if_stmt        ::= "if" ( "[]" bool_expr "->" expr)+ "fi" 
event_tab ::=   case_ev    | ev_stmt 
case_ev   ::= "case" id (case_branch_ev)+ "esac" 
case_branch_ev ::= "[]" id ("," id)*  ev_stmt  
ev_stmt        ::= "ev" ( "[]" event+ "->" expr_prime)+ "ve" 
basic_event ::=     "@T" "(" bool_expr ")"  
      | "@F" "(" bool_expr ")"   | "@C" "(" expr ")"                                     
cond_event  ::=    basic_event "WHEN" bool_expr  
       | basic_event "WHENP" bool_expr_prime  
event       ::=     basic_event  | cond_event  | event logical_op event 
event+      ::=     event   | "never" 
arith_expr ::=    sint  | id   | arith_expr arith_op arith_expr  
     | "-" arith_expr | "+" arith-expr                                     
     | "(" arith_expr ")" 
enum_expr  ::=   id   bool_expr  ::=   bool 
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     | id | "NOT" bool_expr | bool_expr logical_op bool_expr  
     | bool_expr "=" bool_expr | "(" bool_expr ")“ 
     | enum_expr "=" enum_expr  
     | arith_expr rel_op  
arith_exprexpr       ::=   bool_expr  | arith_expr | enum _expr 
arith_expr_prime ::=    id " ' "  | arith_expr    
     | arith_expr_prime arith_op arith_expr_prime     
     | "-" arith_expr_prime 
     | "+" arith_expr_prime | "(" arith_expr_prime ")" 
enum_expr_prime  ::=    id " ' " | enum_expr                      
bool_expr_prime  ::=    id " ' "  
     | bool_expr  | "NOT" bool_expr_prime  
     | bool_expr_prime logical_op bool_expr_prime  
     | arith_expr_prime rel_op arith_expr_prime  
     | "(" bool_expr _prime ")"  
     | enum_expr_prime "=" enum_expr_prime  
     | bool_expr_prime "=" bool_expr _prime 
expr_prime       ::=    bool_expr_prime | arith_expr_prime  
     | enum _expr_prime 
built_in_type ::=   "integer" | "boolean" 
rel_op ::=   "=" | "!=" | ">" | "<" | ">=" | "<=" 
ogical_op ::=   "AND" | "OR" | "&&" | "||"   
arith_op ::=   "+" | "-" | "*" | "/" 
bool ::=   "true" | "false" 
digit  ::=  "0" | "1" ... |"9" 
int  ::= (digit)+  
sint ::=  {"-"} int 
alpha ::= "a" | ... | "z" | "A" | ... | "Z"  
char  ::= alpha | digit | "_" 
id    ::= alpha (char)* 
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APPENDIX IV 

SCR DCG Parser 
 
 
%parsing specification using DCG 
spec_parsing(spec_parsing_tree(ID,Type_defs,Constant_defs, 
                                                    Var_list,Assumptions,Function)) -->  
    [spec], simple_id(ID,_),  
    {initialize_store(Store)}, 
    type_defs(Type_defs,Store,NS1), 
    constant_defs(Constant_defs,NS1,NS2), 
    var_declarations_list(Var_list,NS2,NS3), 
    assumptions(Assumptions,NS3), 
    function_defs(Function,NS3). 
 
%{new_User_Def_Type(TypeID,BasicType,Range,Store,NS)} 
new_User_Def_Type(TypeID,integer,_,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(TypeID,integer,type_name,Store,NS). 
new_User_Def_Type(TypeID,enum,Range,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(TypeID,enum,type_name,Store,NS1), 
    add_enum_value(Range,enum,value,NS1,NS). 
 
add_enum_value([],_,_,Store,Store). 
add_enum_value([H|T],enum,value,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(H,enum,value,Store,NS1), 
    add_enum_value(T,enum,value,NS1,NS). 
 
type_defs(type_defs(T),Store,NS) -->  
    [type], [definitions], 
    type_defs_list(T,Store,NS). 
 
type_defs_list(type_defs_list(TI),Store,NS) -->  
    type_defs_item(TI,Store,NS),[;]. 
type_defs_list(type_defs_list(TI,TL),Store,NS) --> 
    type_defs_item(TI,Store,NS1),[;], 
    type_defs_list(TL,NS1,NS). 
 
type_defs_item(type_defs_item(I,U),Store,NS) -->  
    simple_id(I,TypeID),[:], 
    ud_type(U,BasicType,Range), 
    {new_User_Def_Type(TypeID,BasicType,Range,Store,NS)}. 
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ud_type(integer_type(S1,S2),integer,[VS1,VS2]) -->  
    [integer], [in],['['], 
    int(S1,VS1), [','], int(S2,VS2), [']']. 
ud_type(enum_type(I),enum,Range) -->  
    [enum], [in],['{'], ids_enum(I,[],Range), ['}']. 
 
type(built_in_type(B),_,B) --> built_in_type(B). 
type(type(I),_,TypeID) --> simple_id(I,TypeID). 
 
 
constant_defs(constant_defs(C),Store,NS) -->  
    [constant], [definitions], 
    const_defs_list(C,Store,NS). 
 
const_defs_list(const_defs_list(C),Store,NS) -->  
    const_defs_item(C,Store,NS),[;]. 
const_defs_list(const_defs_list(C,CList),Store,NS) --> 
    const_defs_item(C,Store,NS1),[;], 
    const_defs_list(CList,NS1,NS). 
 
const_defs_item(const_defs_item(I,E,T),Store,NS) --> 
    simple_id(I,ValID),  
    [=], expr(E,Store), [:], type(T,Store,Type), 
    {declare_var(ValID,Type,var_name,Store,NS)}. 
 
var_declarations_list(var_declarations_list(V1,V2,V3,V4),Store,NS) --> 
    var_declarations_monitored(V1,Store,NS1),  
    var_declarations_controlled(V2,NS1,NS2), 
    var_declarations_term(V3,NS2,NS3), 
    var_declarations_mode(V4,NS3,NS). 
                             
var_declarations_monitored(var_declarations_monitored(V),Store,NS) --> 
    [monitored], [variables],var_decls_list(V,Store,NS). 
var_declarations_controlled(var_declarations_controlled(V),Store,NS) --> 
    [controlled],[variables],var_decls_list(V,Store,NS). 
var_declarations_term(var_declarations_term(V),Store,NS) --> 
    [term], [variables],var_decls_list(V,Store,NS). 
                  
var_declarations_mode(var_declarations_mode(V),Store,NS) --> 
    [mode], [classes],var_decls_list(V,Store,NS). 
 
var_decls_list(var_decls_list(V),Store,NS) -->  
    var_decls(V,Store,NS),[;]. 
var_decls_list(var_decls_list(V,VList),Store,NS) --> 
    var_decls(V,Store,NS1),[;], 
    var_decls_list(VList,NS1,NS). 
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var_decls(var_decls(I,T,V),Store,NS) -->  
    simple_ids(I,[],Result), [:],  
    type(T,Store,Type), [','], 
    [initially],init_val(V,Store), 
    {((Type==integer;Type==boolean)-> 
           BasicType = Type; 
           access_by_varname_memory(Type,Store,BasicType,type_name) 
      ), 
           add_var(Result,BasicType,Store,NS) 
    }. 
 
 
%add var name into store [Var Name,basic type(integer,boolean),var_name] 
add_var([],_,Store,Store). 
add_var([H|T],Type,Store,NS):- 
    add_var_name(H,Type,Store,NS1),add_var(T,Type,NS1,NS). 
add_var_name(VarID,integer,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(VarID,integer,var_name,Store,NS). 
add_var_name(VarID,boolean,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(VarID,boolean,var_name,Store,NS). 
add_var_name(VarID,enum,Store,NS):- 
    declare_var(VarID,enum,var_name,Store,NS). 
 
init_val(E,Store) --> expr(E,Store). 
init_val(none,_) --> [-]. 
 
%define predicate to parse assumption 
assumptions(assumptions(A),Store) -->  
    [assumptions],assume_list(A,Store). 
 
assume_list(assume_list(A),Store) -->  
    assume_item(A,Store). 
assume_list(assume_list(A,AList),Store) -->  
    assume_item(A,Store),  
    assume_list(AList,Store). 
 
assume_item(assume_item(I,P),Store) -->  
    simple_id(I,_), [:],  
    predicate(P,Store). 
 
%deal with and operation 
predicate(predicate(X),Store) -->  
    predicate_term(X,Store). 
predicate(predicate(P1,L,P2),Store) -->  
    predicate_term(P1,Store), 
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    logical_op1(L),   
    predicate(P2,Store). 
 
%deal with or 
predicate_term(predicate_factor(F),Store) -->  
    predicate_factor(F,Store). 
predicate_term(predicate_term(F,L,T),Store) -->  
    predicate_factor(F,Store), 
    logical_op2(L), 
    predicate_term(T,Store). 
 
predicate_factor(predicate_bracket(P),Store) -->  
    ['('], predicate(P,Store), [')']. 
predicate_factor(predicate_bool(B),Store) --> 
    bool_expr_prime(B,Store). 
predicate_factor(predicate_event(E),Store) -->  
    event(E,Store). 
 
%BEGIN to parse function defination 
function_defs(function_defs(F),Store) -->  
    [function], [definitions], 
    funct_defs_list(F,Store). 
 
funct_defs_list(funct_defs_list(F,FList),Store) -->  
    funct_def(F,Store), 
    funct_defs_list(FList,Store). 
funct_defs_list(funct_defs_list(F),Store) -->  
    funct_def(F,Store). 
 
funct_def(funct_def_cond(I,C),Store) -->  
    [var], simple_id(I,_), [=], [=],!, cond_tab(C,Store). 
funct_def(funct_def_event(I,E),Store) -->  
    [var],simple_id(I,_), [:], [=],!,event_tab(E,Store). 
 
cond_tab(cond_tab_case(C),Store) -->  
    case_if(C,Store). 
cond_tab(cond_tab_if(I),Store) -->  
    if_stmt(I,Store). 
 
case_if(case_if(I,C),Store) -->  
    [case], simple_id(I,_), 
    case_branch_if_list(C,Store), 
    [esac]. 
 
case_branch_if_list(case_branch_if_list(C),Store) -->  
    case_branch_if(C,Store). 
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case_branch_if_list(case_branch_if_list(C,CList),Store) --> 
    case_branch_if(C,Store), 
    case_branch_if_list(CList,Store). 
 
case_branch_if(case_branch_if(I,S),Store) -->  
    ['['], [']'],  
    ids(I,Store,_),  
    if_stmt(S,Store). 
 
if_stmt(if_stmt(I),Store) -->  
    [if],!,  
    if_stmt_list(I,Store),  
    [fi]. 
 
if_stmt_list(if_stmt_list(I),Store) -->  
    if_stmt_item(I,Store). 
if_stmt_list(if_stmt_list(I,IList),Store) -->  
    if_stmt_item(I,Store), 
    if_stmt_list(IList,Store). 
 
if_stmt_item(if_stmt_item(B,E),Store) -->  
    ['['], [']'], bool_expr(B,Store), 
    [-], [>], expr(E,Store). 
 
event_tab(event_case_tab(C),Store) -->  
    case_ev(C,Store). 
event_tab(event_stmt_tab(E),Store) -->  
    ev_stmt(E,Store). 
 
case_ev(case_ev(I,C),Store) -->  
    [case], id(I,Store,_),case_branch_ev_list(C,Store), 
    [esac]. 
 
case_branch_ev_list(case_branch_ev_list(C),Store) -->  
    case_branch_ev(C,Store). 
case_branch_ev_list(case_branch_ev_list(C,CList),Store) --> 
    case_branch_ev(C,Store), 
    case_branch_ev_list(CList,Store). 
 
case_branch_ev(case_branch_ev(I,S),Store) -->  
    ['['], [']'], ids(I,Store,_), ev_stmt(S,Store). 
 
ev_stmt(ev_stmt(E),Store) -->  
    [ev], !,ev_stmt_list(E,Store), [ve]. 
 
ev_stmt_list(ev_stmt_list(E),Store) -->  
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    ev_stmt_item(E,Store). 
ev_stmt_list(ev_stmt_list(E,EList),Store) -->  
    ev_stmt_item(E,Store), 
    ev_stmt_list(EList,Store). 
 
ev_stmt_item(ev_stmt_item(E1,E2),Store) -->  
    ['['], [']'], event_plus(E1,Store), 
    [-], [>], expr_prime(E2,Store). 
 
basic_event(basic_event_t(T),Store) -->  
    [@], ['T'],!, ['('], bool_expr(T,Store), [')']. 
basic_event(basic_event_f(F,Store)) -->  
    [@], ['F'],!, ['('], bool_expr(F,Store), [')']. 
basic_event(basic_event_c(C,Store)) -->  
    [@], ['C'],!, ['('], expr(C,Store), [')']. 
 
cond_event(cond_event_when(B1,B2),Store) -->  
    basic_event(B1,Store), ['WHEN'],!, 
    bool_expr(B2,Store). 
cond_event(cond_event_whenp(B1,B2),Store) -->  
    basic_event(B1,Store), ['WHENP'],!, 
    bool_expr_prime(B2,Store). 
 
event(event_term(X),Store) -->  
    event_term(X,Store). 
event(event(E1,L,E2),Store) -->  
    event_term(E1,Store),  
    logical_op1(L),  
    event(E2,Store). 
 
event_term(event_factor(F),Store) -->  
    event_factor(F,Store). 
event_term(event_term(F,L,T),Store) -->  
    event_factor(F,Store), 
    logical_op2(L), 
    event_term(T,Store). 
 
event_factor(basic_event(B),Store) -->  
    basic_event(B,Store). 
event_factor(cond_event(C),Store) -->  
    cond_event(C,Store). 
 
 
event_plus(event_plus(E),Store) -->  
    event(E,Store). 
event_plus(event_plus(never),_) -->  
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    [never]. 
 
arith_expr(arith_expr(T,O,E),Store) -->  
    arith_term(T,Store), arith_op1(O), 
    arith_expr(E,Store). 
arith_expr(arith_expr(T),Store) -->  
    arith_term(T,Store). 
 
arith_term(arith_term(F,O,T),Store) -->  
    arith_factor(F,Store), arith_op2(O), 
    arith_term(T,Store). 
arith_term(arith_term(F),Store) -->  
    arith_factor(F,Store). 
 
arith_factor(arith_int_factor(S),_) -->  
    int(S,_). 
arith_factor(arith_id_factor(I),Store) -->  
    id(I,Store,integer). 
arith_factor(arith_neg_factor(E),Store) -->  
    [-], arith_expr(E,Store). 
arith_factor(arith_pos_factor(E),Store) -->  
    [+], arith_expr(E,Store). 
arith_factor(arith_factor(E),Store) -->  
    ['('], arith_expr(E,Store), [')']. 
 
enum_expr(enum_expr(I),Store) -->  
    id(I,Store,Result), 
    {(Result=enum_val;Result=enum_var)}. 
 
bool_expr(bool_expr(T,L,E),Store) -->  
    bool_term(T,Store), logical_op1(L), 
    bool_expr(E,Store). 
bool_expr(bool_expr(T),Store) -->  
    bool_term(T,Store). 
bool_expr(bool_expr_equal(T,E),Store) -->  
    bool_term(T,Store),[=], 
    bool_expr(E,Store). 
 
bool_term(bool_term(F,L,T),Store) -->  
    bool_factor(F,Store), logical_op2(L), 
    bool_term(T,Store). 
bool_term(bool_term(F),Store) -->  
     bool_factor(F,Store). 
 
bool_factor(bool_factor(B),_) --> bool(B). 
bool_factor(bool_factor_id(I),Store) -->  
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    id(I,Store,boolean). 
bool_factor(bool_factor_not(B),Store) -->  
    ['NOT'], bool_expr(B,Store). 
bool_factor(bool_factor_bracket(B),Store) -->  
    ['('], bool_expr(B,Store), [')']. 
bool_factor(bool_factor_enum(E1,E2),Store) -->  
    enum_expr(E1,Store), [=],  
    enum_expr(E2,Store). 
bool_factor(bool_factor(A1,R,A2),Store) -->  
    arith_expr(A1,Store), rel_op(R), 
    arith_expr(A2,Store). 
 
 
expr(expr_enum(E),Store) -->  
    enum_expr(E,Store). 
expr(expr_arith(A),Store) -->  
    arith_expr(A,Store). 
expr(expr_bool(B),Store) -->  
    bool_expr(B,Store). 
 
arith_expr_prime(arith_expr_prime(T,O,E),Store) -->  
    arith_term_prime(T,Store), 
    arith_op1(O),  
    arith_expr_prime(E,Store). 
arith_expr_prime(arith_expr_prime(T),Store) --> arith_term_prime(T,Store). 
 
arith_term_prime(arith_term_prime(F,O,T),Store) -->  
    arith_factor_prime(F,Store), 
    arith_op2(O),  
    arith_term_prime(T,Store). 
arith_term_prime(arith_term_prime(F),Store) -->  
    arith_factor_prime(F,Store). 
 
arith_factor_prime(arith_id_factor_prime(I),Store) -->  
    id(I,Store,integer), ['''']. 
arith_factor_prime(arith_neg_factor_prime(A),Store) --> 
    [-], arith_expr_prime(A,Store). 
arith_factor_prime(arith_pos_factor_prime(A),Store) --> 
    [+], arith_expr_prime(A,Store). 
arith_factor_prime(arith_factor_prime(A),Store) -->  
    ['('], 
    arith_expr_prime(A,Store), [')']. 
arith_factor_prime(arith_arith_factor_prime(A),Store) -->  
    arith_expr(A,Store). 
 
%deal with enum prime 
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enum_expr_prime(enum_id_expr_prime(I),Store) -->  
    id(I,Store,Result), [''''], 
    {(Result==enum_val;Result==enum_var)}. 
enum_expr_prime(enum_expr_prime(E),Store) -->  
    enum_expr(E,Store). 
 
%define DCG for parsing bool expression prime 
bool_expr_prime(bool_expr_prime(T,L,E),Store) -->  
    bool_term_prime(T,Store), 
    logical_op1(L),bool_expr_prime(E,Store). 
bool_expr_prime(bool_expr_prime(T),Store) --> 
    bool_term_prime(T,Store). 
bool_expr_prime(bool_expr_prime_equal(T,E),Store) --> 
    bool_term_prime(T,Store), 
    [=], bool_expr_prime(E,Store). 
 
bool_term_prime(bool_term_prime(F,L,T),Store) -->  
    bool_factor_prime(F,Store), 
    logical_op2(L),  
    bool_term_prime(T,Store). 
bool_term_prime(bool_term_prime(F),Store) -->  
    bool_factor_prime(F,Store). 
 
 
bool_factor_prime(bool_id_factor_prime(I),Store) -->  
    id(I,Store,boolean), ['''']. 
bool_factor_prime(bool_factor_not_prime(B),Store) -->  
    ['NOT'],bool_expr_prime(B,Store). 
bool_factor_prime(bool_factor_arith_prime(A1,R,A2),Store) -->  
    arith_expr_prime(A1,Store), 
    rel_op(R),  
    arith_expr_prime(A2,Store). 
 
bool_factor_prime(bool_factor_prime(B),Store) -->  
    ['('], 
    bool_expr_prime(B,Store), [')']. 
bool_factor_prime(bool_factor_enum_prime(E1,E2),Store) -->  
    enum_expr_prime(E1,Store), 
    [=], enum_expr_prime(E2,Store). 
 
bool_factor_prime(bool_factor_bool_prime(B),Store) -->  
    bool_expr(B,Store). 
 
expr_prime(expr_enum_prime(E),Store) -->  
    enum_expr_prime(E,Store). 
expr_prime(expr_arith_prime(A),Store) -->  
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    arith_expr_prime(A,Store). 
expr_prime(expr_bool_prime(B),Store) -->  
    bool_expr_prime(B,Store). 
 
 
built_in_type(integer) --> [integer]. 
built_in_type(boolean) --> [boolean]. 
 
%deal with relation operation  
rel_op(rel_op(eq)) --> [=]. 
rel_op(rel_op(ne)) --> [!], [=]. 
rel_op(rel_op(gt)) --> [>]. 
rel_op(rel_op(lt)) --> [<]. 
rel_op(rel_op(ge)) --> [>], [=]. 
rel_op(rel_op(le)) --> [<], [=]. 
 
%logical_op(logical_op1(X)) --> logical_op1(X). 
%logical_op(logical_op2(X)) --> logical_op2(X). 
 
logical_op1(logical_op(and)) --> ['AND']. 
logical_op1(logical_op(and)) --> [&], [&]. 
logical_op2(logical_op(or)) --> ['OR']. 
logical_op2(logical_op(or)) --> ['|'], ['|']. 
 
arith_op1(arith_op(plus)) --> [+]. 
arith_op1(arith_op(minus)) --> [-]. 
arith_op2(arith_op(times)) --> [*]. 
arith_op2(arith_op(divide)) --> [/]. 
 
bool(bool(true)) --> [true]. 
bool(bool(false)) --> [false]. 
 
int(int(X),X) --> [-], int(X). 
int(int(X),X) --> [X], {integer(X)}. 
 
% add check and transfer function,  
% need add more argument at parse, but the result will be good 
%id(id(X)) --> [X], {name(X,[C|_]), alpha(C)}. 
id(id_enum_var(X),Store,enum_var) -->  
    [X], {name(X,[C|_]),alpha(C), 
    access_by_varname_memory(X,Store,enum,var_name)}. 
 
id(id_enum_val(X),Store,enum_val) -->  
    [X], {name(X,[C|_]),alpha(C), 
    access_by_varname_memory(X,Store,enum,value)}. 
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id(id(X),Store,Result) -->  
    [X], {name(X,[C|_]),alpha(C), 
    access_by_varname_memory(X,Store,Result,_), 
    Result\==enum}. 
 
ids(I,Store,Result) -->  
    id(I,Store,Result). 
ids(ids(I1,I2),Store,Result) -->  
    id(I1,Store,Result),  
    [','], ids(I2,Store,Result). 
 
%parse enum value list 
ids_enum(I,List,NList) -->  
    simple_id(I,Enum), 
    {append([Enum],List,NList)}. 
ids_enum(ids(I1,I2),List,NList) -->  
    simple_id(I1,Enum), [','], 
    { append([Enum],List,NL)},ids_enum(I2,NL,NList). 
%parse one simple ID return ID 
simple_id(id(X),X) -->  
    [X], {name(X,[C|_]), alpha(C)}. 
%parse ID list and put all Id in List aa,bb [aa,bb] 
simple_ids(I,List,NList) -->  
    simple_id(I,VarID),{append([VarID],List,NList)}. 
simple_ids(ids(I1,I2),List,NList) -->  
    simple_id(I1,VarID), 
    {append([VarID],List,NL)}, [','], 
    simple_ids(I2,NL,NList). 
 
alpha(X) :- X >= 65, X =< 90.        % Upper case alpha 
alpha(X) :- X >= 97, X =< 122.      % Lower case alpha 
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APPENDIX V 

EBNF for ADLQL 
 
 
adlQuery::= 
    <SELECT> architectureExpression 
    (<FROM>  adl_document)? 
    (<WHERE> whereClauseExpression)? 
    <CONSTRUCT> outputFormat 
    (<USING>     (nameSpace|root))? 
 
architectureExpression ::= system(element_expr) 
    | component(element_expr) 
    | connector(element_expr) 
    | role(element_expr) 
    | port(element_expr) 
    | property(element_expr) 
    | attachment(element_expr) 
    | path(element_expr,element_expr,element_expr_list) 
    | contain(element_expr,element_expr) 
    | contain(element_expr,element_expr_list) 
    | substitution(element_expr,element_expr) 
    | connected(element_expr,element_expr_list) 
    | connected(element_expr,element_expr) 
    | reachable(element_expr,element_expr,element_expr_list) 
 
element_expr::= var_name|id 
 
element_expr_list ::= <[>(element_expr)*<]> 
 
var_name ::= ? <IDENTIFIER> 
 
nameSpace::=id <.> (id)*|id 
 
var_list::=var_name|var_name,var_list 
 
adl_document::= id 
    |<component><(>id<)> 
    |<connector><(>id<)> 
    |<system><(>id<)> 
    |<role><(>id<)> 
    |<port><(>id<)> 
 
outputFormat::= <acme>|<adml> 
 
whereClauseExpression ::=   quantifiedExpression  
                           | booleanExpression 
 
quantifiedExpression ::= 
    ( ( <FORALL> | <EXISTS> )  
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           (<IDENTIFIER>|var_name) <IN>   
    SetExpression <|> WhereClauseExpression ) 
 
SetExpression ::= (<sys>|<IDENTIFIER>)<.> 
    (<conponents>|<connectors> 
       |<roles>|<ports>|<properties>) 
 
BooleanExpression ::= 
    OrExpression ( <AND> OrExpression )* 
 
OrExpression ::= ImpliesExpression  
    ( <OR> ImpliesExpression )* 
 
ImpliesExpression ::= 
    EqualityExpression  
    ( <IMPLIES> EqualityExpression )* 
 
EqualityExpression ::= 
    RelationalExpression  
    ( <EQ> RelationalExpression  
      | <NE> RelationalExpression )* 
 
RelationalExpression ::= 
    AdditiveExpression   
    ( "<" AdditiveExpression  
      | ">" AdditiveExpression  
      | <LE> AdditiveExpression  
      | <GE> AdditiveExpression )* 
 
AdditiveExpression ::= MultiplicativeExpression  
    ( <PLUS> MultiplicativeExpression  
      | <MINUS> MultiplicativeExpression )* 
 
MultiplicativeExpression ::= 
    UnaryExpression  
    ( <STAR> UnaryExpression  
      | <SLASH> UnaryExpression  
      | <REM> UnaryExpression )* 
 
UnaryExpression ::=  
    <MINUS> UnaryExpression  
    |PrimitiveExpression 
 
PrimitiveExpression ::= 
    "(" WhereClauseExpression ")" 
    | LiteralConstant 
    | Reference 
    | var_name 
 
Reference ::= 
    <IDENTIFIER>  ( "." <IDENTIFIER> ) * 
 
LiteralConstant ::= ( <INTEGER_LITERAL> ) 
       | ( <FLOATING_POINT_LITERAL> )  
       | ( <STRING_LITERAL> ) 
       | ( <TRUE> )  
       | ( <FALSE> )  
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       | ( <COMPONENT> ) 
       | ( <GROUP> )  
       | ( <CONNECTOR> )  
       | ( <PORT> ) 
       | ( <ROLE> )  
       | ( <SYSTEM> )  
       | ( <ELEMENT> ) 
       | ( <PROPERTY> )  
       | ( <INT> )  
       | ( <FLOAT> ) 
       | ( <ANY> )  
       | ( <BOOLEAN> ) 
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